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at( research( and( legislative( level.( Indeed,( energy( use( in( buildings( represents( a( relevant(
percentage(of(the(total(primary(energy(demand(in(the(EU(and(therefore(developing(effective(




Since( forward,( the( prospects( of( a( traditional( energy( system( crash( have( prompted(
investigations(to(exploit(alternative(energy(sources(exploitation(at(building(level(as(well(as(to(
reduce( the( required( energy( by( buildings( themselves.( Recently( these( two( issues( have(
converged( in(a(unique( line(of( research(aimed(to(determine(the(best(compromise(between(








Actually,) researches) seem) to) be) focused) on) finding) a) way) for) obtaining) this) double)
function)at)a)technological)level)but)if)the)easier)way)to)do)that)is)considered,)what)does)it)
happen)at)thermal)behaviour)level)and)at)energy)production)level)for)the)solar)component)
whenever) itself) is) integrated) in) a) wall?) And) what) happen) at) energy) building) overall)
performance)and)at)energy)exchange)through)the)wall)if)the)solar)thermal)collector)is)itself)









solar( thermal( technologies( from( one( hand( and( of( the( new(NZEB( theories( from( the( other(
































market(at(a( really( slow(price.(Technological(assumptions(at(constructional( level(and(a( first(
overview(on( the( integrated(component( thermodynamic(system(are(presented( in( the(same(
chapter.(Meanwhile(the(basic(knowledge(needful(for(building(up(the(FEM(model(as(well(as(
for(understanding(the(meaning(of(the(results(are(summarised(in(CHAPTER)3.((
Data( from( the( experimental( campaign( on( prototypes( were( then( used( for( validating( and(
calibrating( a( FEM(models(whose(main( characteristics( at(physics( and( calculation( levels( and(
whose(reliability(are(presented(in(CHAPTER)4(and(constitute(the(basis(for(implementing(two(
wallKintegrated(solar(collectors,(CHAPTER)5.(These(models(were(indeed(used(for(sorting(the(
efficiency( curves( that( were( suitable( for( evaluating( solar( collector( energy( production( in(
working(condition(over(a(typical(year(in(a(specified(site.((
Finally,( in( CHAPTER) 6) a( reference( building( is( then( choose( and( 8( solar( collector( arrays( are(
supposed(to(be(integrated(in(the(south(façade(according(to(its(main(architectonical(features.(
























needs! through! efficiency! gain! such! that! the! balance! of! energy! needs! can! be! supplied! by!
renewable! technologies”( [( 39( ].( So( it( is( clear( that( researches( in( the( topic(move( toward(an(
integrated( approach( to( the( problem( being( conscious( that( it’s( not( enough( providing( only(
“green”(energy(to(the(building(and(it’s(not(enough(reducing(only(its(energy(demand:(the(two(
instances(have(to(meet(in(some(point.(The(main(idea(is(then(exploiting(as(much(as(possible(
lowKcost,( locally( available,( nonKpolluting( renewable( sources( for( producing( on( site( enough(
energy((or(more)(than(the(one(needed(by(the(building.((
Despite(of(this(shared(definition(and(intents(a(clear(meaning(of(the(“Net(Zero”(concept(is(still(
missing:( which( are( the( energy( carriers( to( be( considered,( and( consequently( which( is( the(
metric(of( the(problem?(Moreover,(which( is( the(boundary(of( the( system(and(consequently(
which( energy( carriers( go( in( it( and(which( ones( come( out?( Answering( these( questions( is( a(
focus(point( for(having(a( clear(definition(and(definitively(will( influence(design( strategy(and(
local( energy( policy( regulations.( As( outlined( by( Torcellini( et! al.( [( 39( ]( different( specific(
definitions(could(be(introduced(with(respect(to(the(values(of(the(different(actors(involved(in(
the(project((building(designer,(national(energy(agency,(etc.)((are(interested(in:(
1. NET(ZERO(SITE(ENERGY:(a(site(ZEB(produces(at( least(as(much(energy(as( it(uses( in(a(
year,(when(accounted(for(at(the(site.(
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2. (NET( ZERO( SOURCE( ENERGY:( A( source( ZEB( produces( at( least( as(much( energy( as( it(
uses( in( a( year,(when(accounted( for( at( the( source.( Source(energy( refers( to(primary(
energy( used( to( generate( and( deliver( the( energy( to( the( site( by( multiplying( to( an(
appropriate(siteKtoKsource(conversion(factor.(






Marzsal( et( al.( [( 36( ]( focused( then( on( the( facts( that( some( questions( have( to( be( clearly(
answered( and( a( methodology( for( calculation( well( defined( before( goes( on( with( a( proper(
definition.(Actually,(if(some(points(are(not(clearly(defined,(different(concepts(and(definitions(
could( come(and(different(design( strategies(are(encouraged.(We( talk(about:(metric,(period(
and( type( of( the( balance( as(well( as( the( type( of( energy( use,( the(way( connections(with( the(
infrastructure(are(and(the(way(the(renewable(energy(supply(option(fulfil.((
For( the( purpose( of( the( present( study,( whatever( concerning( the( energy(
production/use/exportation(is(of(particular(interested.(For(example,(if(the(site)ZEB(definition(
is(applied(then(aggressive(energy(efficiency(design(is(needed(since(the(oneKunit(energy(value(
from( different( sources( when( accounted( for( them( at( the( site( is( not( differentiated.(
Consequently,(onKsite(generated(electricity(has(to(offset(gas(use((as(merely(example)(on(a(1(
to(1(basis.(From(the(other(hand,(if(the(source)ZEB)definition(is(introduced(appropriate(siteK
toKsource( energy( factor( will( be( needed( probably( influencing( the( national( energy( plans.(
Moreover,( if(cost) ZEB(definition( is(considered(every(kind(of(decision(on( renewable(energy(
supply(will(be(affected(by(external( influence(related(to(the(market(of(energy(at(global(and(
local( level.( Finally,( if( the( zeroEemission) definition( is( chosen( once( again( the( energy( supply(
strategy(will(be(affected(by(externalities(related(to(the(way(energy(is(produced(at(the(source.(
If( emissionsKfree( renewable( energy( is( nearby( available( (for( example( nuclear,( hydro(
electricity,(ect…),(no(interest(in(providing(emissionKfree(energy(generation(onKsite(will(arise.((
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From( that( point( of( view,(Marzsal( and( Heiselberg( [( 35( ]( citing( Lausten( (2008),( similarly( as(
Mertz,(et(al.((2007),(mention(two((approaches:(
m(Zero)Net) Energy) Buildings(are!buildings! that!over!a! year!are!neutral,!meaning! that! they!




dioxide!emission.!Over! the! year,! these!buildings!are! carbon!neutral! or! positive! in! the! term!





applicable( efficiency( measures( at( building( level( and( renewable( energy( supply( options( at(
plant( level( is(then(imperative(for(achieving(the(netKzero(target.(At(the(same(time,( it( is(also(
necessary( to( identify( the( boundaries( of( the( system(on(which( depend( the( definition( of( inK
coming/outKcoming(energy( fluxes.( From( that(point(of( view,( scientific( community(agrees( in(
introducing( a( differentiation( in( energy( supply( options( that( are( of( interest( for( the( topic( of(
present(work,(see(tab.((1([(39(].(!
tab.))1)ZEB)renawable)energy)supply)option(





















represents( the( NZEB( target,( meanwhile( points( lying( above( this( line( refers( to( Plus( Energy(
Building( that(produces(more(energy( than( it(consumes(and(points( lying(nearby(the(45°( line(
but(under(it(represents(the(Nearly(Zero(Energy(Building(target.(Nonetheless(it(is(evident(how(














methodologies( proposed( by( organisations) representing( eight( different( countries.( At(
European( level( the( EPBD( recast( has( already( introduced( the( NZEB( model( and( new( public(
building(have(to(achieve(the(nearly(zero(target.(Anyway,(NZEB(concept(is(not(yet(included(in(
the(most(of(the(national(building(codes(even(if(some(common(points(are(shared(among(the(
different( regulations.( For( example( in( many( countries( the( most( favoured( practise( is( to(
account( on( the( yearly( building( balance( between( energy( use( and( renewable( energy(
generation.( Nonetheless,( Marzsal( et( al.( [( 34( ]( have( substantially( outlined( how( some(
discrepancies(exist(among(the(different(energy(code(approaches(to(Net(ZEBs.((
Finally,( a( focal(point(according( to(NZEB( theory(and( to( the(purpose(of(present( study( is( the(
gridKinteraction;( from( that( point( of( view( the( latter( is( not( only( allowed( but( also( strictly(
necessary,( to( fulfil( the( gap( between( load/demand( matching( that( generally( occurs( when(
renewable(source(are(used.(Studies(have(been(carried(out(by(many(authors( regarding( this(
topic,( for( example( Voss( et.( al( [( 41( ]( analysing( some( monitored( building( proposed( some(
indexes( for( evaluating( the( load( matching( and( the( grid( interaction( for( renewable( source(






and( some( database( are( already( available;( particularly( Garde( and( Donne( [( 32( ]( gave( an(
overview( of( 30( Net( ZEBs( case( studies.( The( German( Federal( Ministry( of( Economics( and(
Technology( sponsored( a( research( (EnOB:( Research( for( energyKoptimised( construction)(
involving(all(new(buildings(or( refurbished(ones(within( the(German(territory( that(have(gain(
minimal( primary( energy( requirements( and( high( occupant( comfort,( with( moderate(
investment( costs( and( significantly( reduced( operating( costs.( Moreover( the( EnOB( gives( a(






solar( thermal( technology( has( been( applied.( Specifically,( the( two( databases( consist(
respectively( of( 30( and( 57( case( studies( moreover( while( the( Garde( and( Donne( database(
addresses(building(all(around(Europe(in(different(climatic(conditions,(the(German(database(
focus(only(on(construction(built(within( its(national( territory(distinguishing(33(new(building(
and( 27( refurbishing( cases.( The( first( group( includes( all( constructions( built( from( 1990( until(
today(with(a(range(of(new(concepts,(materials(and(technologies(suitable(for(getting(energyK
optimised( constructions.( They( are( scientifically( evaluated( over( an( extended( occupation(
period,( and( optimised( during( completely( normal( operation.( The( second( group( includes(
building(built(during(the(50K70th(and(recently(refurbished(employing(innovative(technologies(
in( order( to( achieve( energy( efficiency( high( level.( Actually,( the( German( database( does( not(
directly(deals(with(the(NZEB(concept(anyway(it(is(of(interest(for(the(present(study.(
For( making( populations( from( the( different( database( comparable( each( other,( only(
constructions( in(heating(dominated( climate( from(Garde(and(Donne(have(been( considered(
sorting(26(case(studies.(Specifically,(Solar(thermal(and(PV(use(has(been(compared,(actually(







addressed(with( slightly( higher( interested( in( PVKsystems.( Actually( all( buildings( from(Garde(
and( Donne( include( a( PVKplant(meanwhile( heating( source( is( sometimes( biomass( or( in( the(
case(of(Pixel(building(in(Australia(and(Plus(Energy(Houses(Weiz(in(Germany(heat(pump(driven(
respectively(by(combined(wind(turbine/PV(plant(and(roof(integrated(PVKplant.It(is(worth(to(






































From( previous( analysis( it( follows( that( solar( thermal( technology( is( of( particular( interest(
especially( for( new(NZEB( construction.( Nonetheless,( energy( retrofit( in( refurbishment( is( an(
important( goal( since( the( existing( building( stock( significantly( affects( world( energy(
consumption( and( solar( technologies( could( actually( contribute( to( reduce( building( energy(
demand.( In( this( sense,( building( integration( issues( is( of( current( importance( since( generally(
the(available( space( for(ST( (or(PV)(plant(has( to(be(searched( in( the(building(envelope( itself.(
Moreover,( different( from( its(PV( counterpart,( solar( thermal(plant(needs( to(be( close( to( the(
place(where(the(produced(energy(is(consumed.((
Solar( collector( should( be( hence( conceived( as( multifunctional( envelope( systems( in( which(
functional( aspects,( constructive( issues( and( formal( (aesthetic)( targets( have( to( meet( in( a(
unique( component( [) 51( ].( It( means( architectural( and( engineering( instances( have( been(
regarded(as(a(unique(topic.(
MunariKProbst(and(Roecker( [) 53( ](outlined(this(problem(giving(an(overview(of(ST(buildingK
integration(appreciation(among(a( large(pool(of( European(architects,( engineers( and( façade(
manufacturers,( equally( representing( the( different( European( climatic( area.( A( survey( was(
them(proposed(via(the(web(and(results(shown(by(Fig.%7.(As(supposed,(judgments(by(the(two(
different( professional( categories( are( not( always( comparable.( Integration( guidelines( follow(














Actually,( if( the( building( envelope( is( schematically( considered( it( is( possible( to( distinguish(
opaque(and(transparent((or(translucent)(parts(from(one(hand(and(overhang(elements(from(
the(other(hand,(Fig.%8.(Opaque(and(transparent(elements(have(both(a(protection(functions(
from( weathering( and( from( intrusions( but( also( accomplishing( the( task( of( modulate( heat(






















At( this( regards,( MunaryKProbst( and( Roecker( [) 51( ]( identified( three( different( level( of(
integration:(
(
1. Basic) level:( solar( system( are( easily( customisable( in( size( and( shape( offering(







interface( elements( (jointing,( finishing,( angular( component)( is( designed( from( an(
overall( point( of( view.( For( developing( such( integral( solar( envelope( system,( two(





done( since( today.( From( an( overview( of( all( building( in( the( database,( the( most( common(
integrated(solar(thermal(technology(is(the(flat(plate(collector(that(is(generally(integrated(in(
façade(and(usually(used(for(both(heating(and(DHW(production(purposes.(
Three( approaches( to( integration( design( have( been( noticed:( using( standard( collector(
component,( using( sizeKcustomised( collector( component( and( adapting( building( component(
for( obtaining( an( airKheating( element.( Among( the( first( group( of( buildings( Kraftwerk( B( and(
Sunny( woods( are( taken( as( example( while( Home+( and( FESTI( belong( respectively( to( the(
second(and(third(group.((
Specifically,( the( first( is( a(multiKfamily(house( (Fig.% 9)(whose(aim(was( to( reduce(as(much(as(
possible( energy( demand(while( realising( an( environmentally( sustainable( building.( Actually,(
















while( affecting( the( façade( aesthetics( since( panel( size( will( influence( the( partition( and( the(
dimension( of( building( features.( Higher( level( of( integration( at( aesthetical( level( (but( also(
higher( cost)( could( be( achieved( if( customised( products( are( used( adapting( their( size( to( the(











Another( option( is( to( use( available( standard( component( in( the(market( such( as( corrugated(
panels( for( implement( a( solar( component.( It( is( the( case( of( the( headKoffice( for( Fire( and(
Emergency(Services(Training(Institute((FESTI)(in(Canada((Fig.)12).(Focal(point(of(the(project(is(
















Higher( level(of( complexity( is( represent(by( the(XELIOX) ENERGY) LAB) in( Italy,(Fig.) 13.( It( is( a(
refurbishment( design( of( an( existing( building( in( which( for( compensating( the( not( optimal(
exposure( a( double( façade( is( properly( designed( in( order( to( integrate( standard( panels.( The(
modules( are( alternated( between( solar( thermal,( photovoltaic( and( transparent( glass( panels(
allowing( natural( light( passing( into( the( public( entrance( space.( The( Italian( typical( precast(
concrete(structure(and(the(typical(aluminum(frame(are(then(used(in(an(innovative(design(for(
including( solar( panels( in( a( continue( skin.( Moreover( a( number( of( parabolic( collectors( are(
installed(on(the(roof(and(will(be(used(for(solar(cooling(in(summer(and(solar(heating(in(winter.((
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Other( interesting( studies( concern( the( best( available( technologies.( At( this( regards,( a( first(
review(of(the(available(products(in(the(market(and(of(their(suitability(to(be(integrated(in(the(
building( is( proposed.( From( this( point( of( view,(Munari( Probst( and( Roecker( [) 52( ]( gives( a(
complete(overview(of( the(problem(while(distinguish(the(most(common(technology( (glazed(
flat( plate( collector,( unglazed( collector( and( evacuated( tubes).( Four( general( criteria( are(
followed(in(order(to(outline(pros(and(cons(for(each(analysed(collector(technology:((
(
1. multiEfunctionality:( ( the( suitability( of( the( solar( collector( to( accomplish( to( specific(
functions(as(a(technological(component(of(the(building((façade/roof(coating,(balcony(
railings,…);(
2. joint:( ( the( feasibility(of( the( solar( component( to(be( constructively( integrated( in( the(
building(considering(water(tightness(and(aesthetic(issues;(









Indeed,( both( glazed( and( unglazed( collector( have( common( features( and( could( be( easily(
integrated( as( building( component( (roof/façade( cladding)(with( an( additional( possibility( for(




serve(mainly(as(glare(control(systems,(Fig.% 14.( (At( the(same(time( it( is( interesting(to(notice(
how,(due( to( their( structure,( the( flat(plate(collector( layers( could(be(easily(merged( into( the(
envelope( layers( when( integrated( in( façade( and( roof.( Anyway( in( glazed( and( unglazed(









roof( integration( and( water( tightness.( At( the( same( time( jointing( imply( also( an( aesthetic(
evaluation( overall( for( glazed( collector( in( which( two( different( types( of( joint( could( be(
distinguished(and(are(more(evident:(the(jointing(between(the(cover(glass(and(the(casing(of(
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the( absorber,( and( the( jointing( between( two( collectors( or( between( the( collector( and( an(




Regarding( dimension( customisable( opportunity( are( available( and( main( limits( could( be(
related( to( the( glass( cutting( process( for( flat( plate( collectors.( Actually,( some( difference(
concerns( the( fluid( energy( carrier,( generally( for( water( driven( component( dimensions(
flexibility(is(mainly(affected(by(the(hydraulic(system(of(the(absorber.(Interesting(researches(
dealt( to( this( topic(and( roll(bond( technology,(nowadays(available(at( low(cost,( is(one(of( the(
most( interesting( option.( It( consists( in( rolling( two( aluminium( sheets( together( under( high(
pressure(while( letting(the(hydraulic(channels(free(to(be(“blown(up”.(Different(patterns(are(






This( last(consideration( leads(to(the(next( two(criteria( for( integration(evaluation:(colour(and(
finishes.( Actually,( thin( film( and( selective( varnishes( open( way( to( coloured( collector(
minimising(efficiency(loss.(Even(that(some(differences(in(colour(opportunities(exists(between(


















Regarding( colour( it( is( worth( to( notice( that( different( colour( and( consequently( different(
reflectance(spectra(affects(the(collector(performance.( In(this(regards,(Anderson(et(al([)42( ](
carried(out(experiments(on(glazed(collector(with(different(colourKcoated(mild(steel(absorber,(





Finally,( regarding( evacuated( tube( technology,( they( are( made( adding( autonomous( energy(
collection( elements( and( this( make( them( different( from( glazed( and( unglazed( collector.(
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Generally,( they( have( been( used( as( extra( or( complementary( elements( to( the( envelope( by(
generate( a( double( skin( over( the( opaque( envelope( with( an( own( structure( or( by( replace(
shading(devise(or(balcony(eaves.(Even(that( the(possibility( to(orientate( the(absorber( in( the(
tube(independently(of(collector(orientation(allows(the(horizontal(mounting(without(affecting(
efficiency.(Meanwhile(dimensions( could(be( customised(with( regards( to( the( length(of( tube(




Since( now,( traditional( collector( design( has( been( analysed( and( influences( on( architectural(
features( outlined.( Other( line( of( research( regards( the( new( design( of( collector( specifically(
aimed( to(obtaining(products( that( are( at( the( same( time( a( building( component( and( a( solar(
thermal( collector.( What( is( different( in( this( paragraph( is( the( design( approach:( specific(
building( component( are( analysed( and( solar( collector( function( introduced( as( additional(
function;( meanwhile( previous( section( deals( with( standard( collector( adapted( to( a( specific(
building(component(function.(
Lobaccaro( and( Wall( [) 47( ]( outlined( the( main( research( carried( out( by( institutes( and(
universities(involved(in(IEA(SHC(Task(41(in(collaboration(with(companies.(It(is(worth(to(notice(
that(many(efforts(have(been(done(regarding(the(development(of(new(PV(products/system(
among( the( organisations( taking( part( in( Task( 41( but( only( two( solar( thermal( component(
suitable( for( roof( integration( have( been( studied( by( the( Australian( National( University( but(
actually( they( don’t( strictly( deal( with( the( integration( topic( from( a(











gutter( in( tab.! ! 2( some(other( like( the(new(shape( from(Visa(et(al.( [) 57( ]( shows(how(simple(




SolTech Sigma – ST GLAZED FLAT PLATE COLLECOTOR [http://leso2.epfl.ch/solar/index.php?page=solarthermal)].(
(
)
Biberschwanz/Classic – ST UNGLAZED [http://leso2.epfl.ch/solar/index.php?page=solarthermal)].(
(
)






Asfalt Roofs [http://leso2.epfl.ch/solar/index.php?page=solarthermal)]. 
( )
TECU® Solar System [http://leso2.epfl.ch/solar/index.php?page=solarthermal)].(
( )














SWISSPIPE Balkone – ST GLAZED FLAT PLATE [http://leso2.epfl.ch/solar/index.php?page=solarthermal)]. 
( )
RobinSun Solar Thermal Glass [http://leso2.epfl.ch/solar/index.php?page=solarthermal)].(
( ! )









Government( has( recently( promoted( a( 5Kyears( research( project( with( the( purpose( of(
developing( key( technologies( involved( in( the( integration( of( solar( thermal( systems( with(
buildings([)58(].(And(many(researches(have(been(carried(out(in(this(field(and(in(the(generic(
topic( of( solar( thermal( technologies.( The( green(buildings( of( Shanghai( Research( Institute( of(
Building((Science((Fig.%18)(have(been(used((as(test(case(for(a(2Kyears((experimental(campaign(
[) 62( ]( [) 59( ].( The( main( idea( was( to( provide( a( solarKpowered( integrated( energy( system(
involving( heating,( airKconditioning,( natural( ventilation( and( hot( water( supplying,( which(





aim(was( to( give( a( lowKcost( solution( for( the(absorber.(Anyway,(no( real( attention(has(been(
done(in(the(topic(of(building(integration(as(outlined(in(previous(sections(but(it(is(interesting(






















Actually( building( integration( is( not( a( merely( technical( problem( regarding( from( one( hand(
collector( efficiency( and( from( the( other( hand( building( envelope( functions( but( it( also( deals(
with( other( instances( such( as( aesthetic( quality( and( collector( fitting( on( available( building(























As( outlined( in( INTRODUCTION,( present( work( employs( the( results( of( two( prototypes(
(addressed(as(Prototype(A(and(Prototype(B)( that(have(been( tested(at( the(Università(degli(
Studi( di( Palermo( K( DEIM( for( validating( two( FEM( models.( Once( these( models( are( ready,(




1. How) collector) efficiency) changes) if) the) collector) is) a) building) integrated)
component?)





to( consider( the( influence( of( climate( in( the( STCKwalls( performance.( It( is( consequently(
necessary(introducing(a(reference(building(located(in(a(specific(site.(Definitely(present(work(
refers( to( a( research( carried( at( the( Politecnico( di( Milano( in( 2009K2011( concerning( the(









The(main( idea(of( the(analysed( two(prototypes( is( to(use( component(easily(available( in( the(
market(at(small(price( in(order(to(obtain( low(cost(solution(for(air(preKheating.(The(research(
carried(out(during(summer(2011(and(summer(2012(led(to(two(different(configurations(being(




Main( idea(of(both( configurations( is( the(use(of( common(sandwich( corrugated(panel,( easily(







































at( least( the( same( surface( of( contact( between( the( hot( boundary( of( the( channel( and( air.(
Moreover(the(flow(channel(section(area(is(reduced(from(661cm2(in(prototype(A(to(304(cm2(
in(prototype(B.(((
Furthermore,( a( TiNOX( layer( was( chosen( as( absorption( plate( and( fixed( on( the( panel(




2500( nm( corresponding( to( almost( the( totality( of( solar( radiation( and( its( lower( emittance(
(0,05)(in(the(IR(band(corresponding(to(the(emittance(band(for(a(black(absorber(at(100°C.(This(
coating( then( allows( to( catch( the( almost( totality( of( the( solar( radiation( and( to( embody( it,(
diminishing(the(radiative(losses(through(emission(phenomena.((
New( configuration( allowed( to( obtain( better( thermal( performances( and( is( still( topic( of(












will( be( presented( chapter( 3.( The( tested( collector( were( mounted( at( the( roof( of( the(





detecting( temperature( at( the( significant( point( (inlet,( outlet,( middle( channel).( HotKwire(
anemometer( were( useful( for( assessing( the( working( flow( rate( (Fig.% 22).( Moreover,( fans(











Hot-Wire Anemometer  
(HD29V37C32 by Delta Ohm) 
field of measure: 0.1-0.2 ms-1 



























took(place(during(morning( at( increasing( solar( radiation( condition( and(during( afternoon( at(
three(different(flow(rate((240(m3hK1,(155(m3hK1(and(90(m3hK1)(in(order(to(sort(efficiency(curve(
at(different(speeds.(Data(in(the(time(interval(higher(then(15(minutes(characterised(by(almost(
stadyKstate( test( conditions( are( considered( for( obtaining( reliable( results.( Even( that(
instantaneous( fluctuations( for( flow( rate( are( logged( and( mean( value( for( fluid( rate( is(
considered( in( the( calculation.( For( each( test( condition( four( different( inlet( temperature( are(






belong( to( different( inflow( rate.( Even( that( the( inlet( flow( rate( is( quite( different( for( test(
regarding(prototype(A(and(test(regarding(prototype(B(inducing(not(to(associate(directly(the(
sorted(efficiency(curves(although(the(order(of(magnitude(is(comparable(and(some(reasoning(
are( possible.( First( of( all,( as( aspect( and( as( reported( in( Fig.% 23( prototype( B( has( better(
performance( with( respect( to( previous( configuration.( Generally,( the( intercept( term( for(
prototype( B( varies( from( 65%( at( the(maximum(provided( flow( rate( (m=( 270( kg/hr)( to( 41%(
corresponding(to(100(Kg/hr.((
Prototype(A(was(working(at(a(maximum(flow(rate(equal( to(180(kg/h(comparable(with( the(
medium( flow( rate( for( prototype( B( (ηmax=52%( at( 165( kg/hr)( and( a( reduction( about( 5%(






















It( is( worth( noting( that( according( to( building( integration( purpose( in( energy( refurbishment(
approach,( the(proposed(prototypes(are(particularly(suitable(and(match(the(aim(of(present(
work.(If(the(typical(Italian(building(is(considered(this(kind(of(system(could(be(easily(fixed(on(




and( the( wall.( In( the( latest( case,( the( thermal( joint( between( the( two( components( is( a(
convective/radiative(dominated(system,(so(that(additional(resistances(have(to(be(introduced(
influencing( results(while(adding(other(variables.(Present(work(deal( to( the( first(assumption(



















to( a( single( thermal( solar( component;( a( centralised(heating(plant( characterise( the(building(














Basic( hypothesis( is( that( the( sandwich( panel( is( directly( fixed( at( the( wall( structure,( a( first(

















merely( wall( and( the( STCKwall( are( manifest( and( obviously.( Down( boundary(
radiative/convective(fluxes(could(be(easily(express(as(function(of(outKboundary(temperature(
by(means(of(heat(transfer(coefficients(provided(by(UNI(EN(ISO(6946/1999([)24(],(supposing(
temperature( surface( could( be( approximated( at( the( ambient( air( temperature.( Main(
difference(stays(in(collector(performance(evaluation(between(integrated(and(detached(one:(









the( STCKwall:( once( again( it( is( reasonable( to( consider( outdoor( temperature( for( both(
convective( transfer( and( radiative( exchange( in( first( system;(meanwhile( fluid( temperatures(
and(upward(surface( temperature( in( the(second(system(are(needed(and(are(different( from(
Toutdoor(,( for( sure.(One(notice( regards( finally( the(configuration(A(and(B(of(prototype,( in( the(
latter,( as( matter( of( fact,( all( these( described( phenomena( are( mediated( by( a( second(
intermediate( layer( (TiNOX( absorber( plate)( hence( no( fraction( of( solar( radiation( enter( the(
system(directly(but(according(to(achievable(Tplate_2(temperature(radiative(exchange(increases(
as( well( as( the( fluid( temperature.( Finally( another( note( regarding( the( system( itself( while(
comparing( the(merely(wall( and( the(STCKwall,( an(additional( resistance( is( introducing( in( the(


























Thermal( radiation( could( be( regards( as( electromagnetic( phenomena( where( waves( coming(
from( a( source( propagate( in( a( medium( (solid( or( liquid,( without( any( respect)( or( even( in(
vacuum.(Generally(body’s(surfaces(continuously(emit(electromagnetic(radiation(according(to(
its(local(temperature(and(properties;(for(that(reason(they(could(be(considered(as(a(receiver(
as(well( as(a( source,(Fig.% 26.( From(a( radiative(point(of( view,( the(way( they(behave(and( the(
































Moreover,(the(wave( is(continuously(attenuated(depending(on(different(phenomena,( if( this(
attenuation( is( complete( then( the( medium( is( called( opaque;( otherwise( it( is( called( semiL
transparent(while( if(no(attenuation(occurs( it( is(defined(as(transparent(medium.(Finally(this(





( ! + ! + ! = 1(
(
where(α(stays(for(coefficient(of(absorption,(τ(transmission(and(ρ(reflection;(they(are(defined(
as( the( ratio(between( respectively( the( absorbed,( the( transmitted( and( the( reflected(energy(
with(respect(to(the(incoming(one,(for(more(specifications(see(tab.!!6.(
(









amount(of( energy( that( is( simply( redirected(and(appears( as( an( augmentation(along(
another( direction;( depending( on( the( angle( of( propagation.( Some( of( this( energy( is(
finally( trapped( into( the(media( (σc+)( while( the( other( part( finally( passes( toward( the(
outside((σcL)((
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For( understanding( scattering( phenomena,( it( is( necessary( focusing( on( radiation(
interactions( with( particles.( As( shown( in( Fig.% 27,( a( photon( reaching( a( particle( could(
change( its( traveling(direction(by(diffraction(or(could(be( reflected(or(penetrate( into( the(
particle( changing( is( path( by( refraction.( These( three( phenomena( at( particle( scale( are(
known( as( scattering;( three( different( regime( of( scattering( could( be( distinguished(
considering(the(ratio(between(the(particle(radius((a)(and(the(wavelength((x=2πa/λ):(
K !! ≪ !1:(Rayleigh(scattering,(as(for(atmospheric(air(and(sunlight.(
K !! ≅(1:(Mye(scattering(






coefficient:(! = !!!+ !!!! .( Specifically,( the( scattered( phenomena( is( influenced( by( the(
dimensionless(refractive) index(n!that(characterises(the(interaction(between(the(two(media(
and(influences(the(way(radiation(passes(from(the(one(to(the(other,(defining(how(a(pencil(of(
ray( change( its( direction( while( passes( through( the( layer( between( them.( Moreover,( the(







Emittance( could( be( defined( as( the( ratio( between( the( emitted( energy(
from(a(surface(at(temperature(T(compared(to(the(emitted(energy(from(
a(black(body(at(the(same(temperature.((
( !! = !!(!, !, !)!!"(!, !) (
(
where( s( stays( for( the( direction,( l( for( the( wavelength( and( T( for(
temperature.( Some( assumptions( and( simplifications( could( be( done,(
taking(the(properties(constant(with(respect(to(some(variables.( Indeed,(
generally(the(emittance(is(not(so(affected(by(the(direction(and(is(almost(
constant( with( respect( to( the( angle( with( higher( level( for( nonKmetal(
surfaces( while( rapidly( drops( to( zero( at( θ=π/2.( So( hemispherical!
emittance( could( be( introduced( as( well( as( Lambert´s! diffuse! surfaces(
with(good(degree(of(accuracy.(In(the(same(manner,(emittance(could(be(
considered( spectrally( constant( introducing( the( total! emittance( value(
related( to(gray! surfaces( concept(but( this( assumption( is( not( always( so(



















(!! = ! !, ! )
)




Considering(the(spectral(directional(irradiation,(it(follows:(!! !, !, ! = ! !! !, !, ! !"#!!(
(
depending(on(wavelength,(directions(θ(and(incoming(flux((I),(as(an(heat(
flux( always( pointing( into( the( surface,( absorptance( is( defined( as( the(
ratio(between(the(absorbed(radiative(flux(and(the(incoming(irradiation:(
( !! = !!,!"#(!, !)!! (
Moreover,( if( the( thermal(equilibrium( is(achieved( in( the(surface(and,( if(
and(only( if,(the( incoming(radiation(is(diffuse(or(collimated((such(as(for(
sun)( a( coefficient( is( constant( and( could( be( considered( independent(








directional:()!!! = ! !, !, ! )
)






(!! = ! !!,!"!, ! )
)
hemispherical:(
(! = ! !!,!"! (
)
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Similarly( to( the( other( properties( reflectance( is( dependent( on(
wavelength(but(instead(of(them(it(depends(also(on(two(directions:(the(
one(of(the(incoming(radiation((si)(and(the(one(of(the(reflected(fraction(
(sr).( For( this( reason,( considering( the( incoming( radiation( at( a( certain(
angle,( the( reflected( fraction( in( all( possible( direction( has( to( be(
evaluated;( that( reasoning(has( to(be(made( for(all( the(possible( incident(
angles(of( incoming( radiation(and( in(each(wavelength.(Anyway,( for( the(
most( of( the( practical( purposes,( it( is( possible( to( introduce( a( spectral%
hemisphericalHdirectional%reflectance(defined(as(the(ratio(between(the(
diffuse( reflected( fraction(of( the( incoming( radiation( in( such(a(direction(
and(the(incoming(radiation(at(certain(angle.((





directional(!!!! = ! !, !, !! , !! (
(
directional/hemispherical(!!,!! = ! !!,!",!, !, !! (
(
hemispherical/directional(!!,!! = ! !!,!",!, !, !! (
(
hemispherical(!!! = ! !!,!",!, ! (
)
Total)reflectance:)
directional(!!! = ! !, !! , !! (
(
directional/hemispherical(!!! = ! !!,!",!, !! (
(
hemispherical/directional(!!! = ! !!,!",!, !! (
(








the( front( of( it.( For( these( conflicted( reasons,( different( kinds( of( covers( could( be( taken( into(
account(and(are(generally(used(affecting(the(collector(efficiency(and(costs.((
From( a( phenomenological( point( of( view,( glass( cover( has( to( be( considered( as( a( medium(
through( with( solar( radiation( is( partially( reflected,( partially( absorbed( (transformed( into(
internal(energy(or(trapped(into(the(media)(and(partially(transmitted(beyond(it.((
Considering( the( typical( dimension( of( glass( panel( is( larger( enough( comparing( to( the(















Consequently( considering( a( generically( glazing( system,( there( are( two( interfaces( per( cover(
causing( reflection( losses(and( leads( to(a(partial(polarisation(of( the( radiant( flux.( Taking( into(
account(for(first(the(beam(radiation,(the(transmitted(energy(is(then(proportional(to(a(TKvalue(
(comprehensive( value( for( all( the( slabs)( that( has( to( taken( into( account( all( the(phenomena(
occurring(through(the(glass(media.((
For(calculating( this(value(a( simple(model(has(been( introduced( taking(apart( the(absorption(
phenomenon(in(the(glass(from(the(reflection(phenomena(among(the(surfaces(separating(the(
different( media( (air/glass;( glass/glass( and( glass/air).( Hence( the( overall( TKvalue( is(
proportional(to(the(transmission(related(to(reflections(losses((τr)(and(to(transmission(related(
to(absorption(losses((τa),(calculated(as(separated(value:(


















These( phenomena( take( place( several( times( until( all( incoming( energy( is( finally( totally(
reflected(back(towards(the(medium(1,(absorbed(into(medium(2(and(transmitted(to(medium(
3,(but(some(simplifications(could(be(introduced:(interchanging(n1(and(n2(as(well(as(θ1(and(θ2(
in( the( general( equation( could( be( easily( demonstrated( that( the( reflectivity( at( the( 1K2(
interface(is(the(same,(regardless(of(whether(radiation(is(incident(from(Medium(1(or(Medium(
2(so(that(ρnm(=(ρmn.(Moreover(since(media(1(and(3(are(identical(ρ12(=(ρ23.(The(total(Reflection(




K(!!"#$ = ! !!! !!!!!!!!! (
K(!!"#$ = ! !!! !!!!!!!! (
K(!!"#$ = ! !!! !!!!!!" (
(
Finally,(the(absorption(phenomena(in(the(media(2(has(to(be(counted(considering(Beer´s(law,(
so( the( absorbed( intensity( is:(!!! = !−!!!!!!" (( from( which,( integrating( along( the( path(((((((((((((
dx(=(s(cos(q2),(!! = !!!" /!"!!! (and(consequently(!! = ! !!/!!.(
(





very( important( fraction( of( the( solar( radiation( could( reach( the( absorber( plate( while( IR(









Dependence! on! angle! of! incidence.! Other( considerations( have( been( done( for( a(
comprehensive(analysis;(particularly,(the(dependence(on(incident(angle(has(to(be(taken(into(
account.( Indeed,( the(refraction(angle( is( influenced(by(the(characteristics(of( the(two(media(





K !! = !! ! !!"# + !!!"# = !! !!!!"#!!!!"# + !!!!!"#!!!!"#! ,(for(single(slab(
(
K !! = !! ! !!"# + !!!"# = !! !!!!"#!! !!!! !!!"# + ! !!!!"#!!(!!!!)!!!"#! ,(for(N(slabs.(
(

















directional(spectral( !!! !, !, ! = ! !!! !, !, ! ) (
directional(total( !! !, ! = ! !! !, ! ( (if(the(incident(radiation(has(a(distribution(proportional(of(that(of(black(body;(
(
hemispherical(spectral( α λ,T = ε(λ,T),( if(radiation(do(not(depend(on(angles;(




Considering( a( boundary( between( two( nonKabsorbing( media,( in( this( case( planes( with( constant(
amplitude( and( phase( coincide( and( it( is( referred( to( as( wave( front.( When( the( latter( crosses( the(





This( lead(to(a( legging(so(that( in(a(Δt( time(the(plane(wave(front( in(A(reaches(A´(while( in( the(same(
lapse(the(B(plane(has(encounter(a(shorter(path;((this(is(expressed(in(geometrical(form:(Δt(=(AA`/(c1=(
BB`/(c2((moreover(considering(geometrical(relations(and(the(phase(velocity:(((












( !!!"#,! = −!!!!!"(
( !" ! ! − ! !" ! ! = −!!!(
( ! = ! ! − ! !! ! = ! − ! !! ! = ! − !! = ! − !!!" !"#!! (
(













) !!"# = ! !"#!(!! − !!)!"#!(!! + !!)(




The( radiation( heat( transfer,( instead( of( the( convection/conduction( mechanisms,( does( not(
require( any(medium( to( occur.( So( that( looking( at( the( characteristically( dimensions( of( the(
three( phenomena( an( important( difference( has( to( be( noticed.( Conduction,( as( well(
convection,( are( shortKrange( phenomena,( the( free( mean( path( for( collision( between( the(
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molecules( in( the(medium(sets(at(1OK10(m,( so( it( is(possible( to( sort( infinite(volume(element(
whose(dimensions(are(enough(large(in(comparison(with(the(collision(path(but(enough(small(
in(comparison(with(the(overall(dimension(of( the(analysed(system.( Instead,( in( the(radiative(
heat( exchanges,( a( photon( or( a( wave( could( travel( 1OK10( m( without( interacting( with( the(
surrounding( as( well( as( 1O+10( m.( Calculation( has( to( count( on( the( entire( volume( under(
consideration( and( this( leads( to( an( integral( equation( in(up( to( seven( independent( variables(
(the( frequency( of( radiation,( three( space( coordinates,( two( coordinates( describing( the(
direction( of( travel( of( photons,( and( time).( Moreover,( conduction( and( convection( heat(
transfer(rates(are( linearly(proportional(to(temperature(differences(while(the(radiative(heat(
transfer(rates(are(proportional(to(differences(in(temperature(to(the(fourth(power.(Thermal(
radiation( may( be( defined( to( be( those( electromagnetic( waves( which( are( emitted( by( a(
medium( due( solely( to( its( temperature,( this( definition( limits( the( range( of( wavelengths( of(
importance( for(heat( transfer(considerations(to(between(100(nm((ultraviolet)(and(2500(nm(
(midiKinfrared).(
Hence( some( differences( could( be( outlined( between( the( radiative( energy( balance( and( the(
convective/conductive(one.(Even(if(in(both(cases(the(First(Law(of(thermodynamics(is(applied,(
radiative( exchange( involves( properties( that( are( not( only( depending( on(matter( but( also( in(
direction( as( well( as( on( wavelength,( moreover( the( basic( variable( appearing( in( the( law( of(





artificial( to( account( for( radiation( penetrating( through( openings)( has( to( be( introduced(
distinguishing( enclosure( filled( by( nonKabsorbing( and( nonKscattering( medium( where( only(
surface! radiation! transport( occurs( and( enclosure( filled( by( absorbing( gases( or( semiK
transparent( media( or( scattering/absorbing( particles( where( radiative( transport! in!
participating!media( follows,( accompanied( by( surface( radiative( transport.( Anyway,( in( solar(
thermal( system,( the( three( mechanisms( of( heat( transfer( strictly( interact( each( other;(
therefore( changing( radiative( heat( flux( disturbs( the( overall( energy( balance( at( the( surface,(
causing(a(change(in(temperature,(as(well(as(conductiveKconvective(fluxes(do,(and(vice(versa.(
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Regarding( radiative( balance( it( is( necessary( to( introduce( the( physical( quantities( and(















from( a( surface( at( a( certain( location( is( the( difference( between( the( radiosity( (outcoming(
energy:( reflected( plus( emitted)( and( the( irradiation( (oncoming( one),( where( expressing( Hi(
from(definitions(and(grey(surface(assumption(as(a(function(of(J(and(ε [Hi=(JKεEb)/(1Kε)]:((




























Emissive) power,) amount( of( radiative( power( leaving( a(
surface( depending( on( its( local( temperature( and(
properties.(Henceforward(the(emitted(energy(depends(on(
the( considered( time,( surface( area( and( wavelength;( total(
(E)(and(spectral((Eλ)(quantities(could(be(distinguished.(
(
)!! = !!!"!! => !!!!!!!))
) !! = !! !, ! !"!! )
Where( r( is( di( position( vector(
fixing( the( location( of( a( point(






Radiative) intensity,) amount( of( radiative( power) per( unit(
solid( angle( and( unit( area( normal( to( the( rays.( It( is(
introduced) in(order( to( taken( into(account( the(directional(
dependence(of( the(radiation( field.(Moreover( total( (I)(and(
spectral((Iλ)(quantities(could(be(distinguished.(
Radiosity,) amount( of( radiative( power/energy( that( is(
reflected(and(emitted(by(a(surface(
(
! = !!" + !) W/m2(
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Geometry.)
Total! solid!angle!above! the! surface:!2π.( It( is(equal( to( the(
surface( of( a( unitary( emisphere( trough( which( emitted(
energy( from( the( surface( dAs( penetrates( from( all(
directions.((
!
Solid!angle:!!" = !"#!! !! = !!!! !"#!!" !(!!!")!.!!
It( is( the( angle( with( which( an( infinitesimal( surface( dAj( is(
seen(from(a(point(P,(if(the(angle(is(projected(onto(the(unit(




View! factor! is( the( ratio( between( the( energy( leaving( a(
surface(and(directly(intercept(by(another(surface((without(
undergoing( any( reflection)( and( the( total( energy( leaving(
the(surface( itself.( It(mainly(depend(on(reciprocal(position(
of(the(two(analyzed(surfaces:((
( !"!"!!!!! = !"#!! !"#!!!!! !!!!!









the(system( into( two(subKsystem(sorting( two(main(bands( in(order( to(consider( the(analysed(
surface( as( grey( diffuse( ones( with( respect( to( wavelength.( Split( point( occurs( at(λ=2500nm(
corresponding( from(one(hand( to( the(main(band(wherein( solar( radiation( is(distributed(and(
from(the(other(hand(to(the(break(point(at(which(glass(properties(changes.((
Starting( from( this( assumption(band(B1(and(band(B2(are( chosen,( it( is( interesting( to(notice(
how(glass(is(almost(transparent(in(the(first(band(while(it(is(opaque(in(the(second(chosen(one,(
see(Fig.% 31.( (Then(in(band(1,(absorber(plate(interacts(mainly(with(the(solar(source(and(the(









(!!"#$%,!! = !−!!,!!(!!"#,!! + !!"#,!!)!!,!! !!,!!!! (
(!!,!"#$% − !!"#$%,!!1 − !!,!! !!,!!!!"#$% = !




Moreover,( considering( the( characteristic( dimensions( of( corrugations( and( the( reciprocal(
distance( between( surfaces( some( other( notices( regarding( resistances( in( the( B2( follows.(
Specifically(view(factor(between(surface(2(and(4(and(between(surface(2(and(1(tends(to(zero(
in(both(cases(inducing(at(an(infinite(resistance.(For(that(reason(system(is(finally(simplified(as(
shown( in( Fig.% 32( for( both( prototype( A( and( B,( and( only( resistance( due( to( surface( area(
considered( between( surfaces( while( resistance( due( to( radiative( properties( are( included(















the(thermal(losses:( !! = !"![!!"#,!" − !! !! − !!"# !](
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It( refers( to( bottom,( top( and( edge( heat( losses.( Specifically,( top(
losses( (Ut)( depends( on( radiative( and( convective( phenomena(
happening( between( plate/cover( and( cover/outKboundary;( while(
bottom( losses( (Ub)( regards( conductions( through( the( insulation(
layer( and( convection/radiation( between( bottom( surface( and(
external( ambient.( Finally,( edge( losses( (Ue)( concerns( losses(
estimated( by( assuming( oneKdimensional( heat( flow( refereed( to(
collector( area( (AC).( Electrical( analogy( for( a( double( glazed( system(
from([)3(](is(proposed(on(the(left,(following:(
( !! = !!! + !! + !!! = 1!! + !! + ! 1!! + !! + !! + ! !" !!! (
(!!,! = ℎ!,!"#$ + ℎ!,!"# !!accounting(on(up( (R1)( and(down( (R2)(
boundary( convective/radiative( exchange( at( the( appropriate(
ambient(temperature;(
(!!,! = ℎ!,!!/!! + ℎ!,!!/!! !!accounting( on( convective( exchange(
between( parallel( plates( in( the( collectors( (cover/cover),(
(cover/plate)(



















and( resistance( occurring( between( the( absorber( plate( and( the( ambient( temperature:(!! = !! !!.(


















This( parameters( depending( on( mass( flow( rate,( relates( the( actual( useful( energy( gain(
evaluated( in( terms( of( inlet/outlet( temperature( to( the( maximum( useful( energy( gain(
obtainable( if( collector( surfaces( were( at( the( inlet( fluid( temperature( (Tp=Tin)( that( means(
energy(losses(are(minimum:(
(
!! = !!!!! !!"# − !!"!"![!!"#,!" − !! !!" − !!"# !] = !!!!!!"!! 1 − !!"#,!" !! − !!"# − !!"#!!"#,!" !! − !!" − !!"# (


















It( is( a( coefficient( proportional( to( the( glass( transmittance( coefficient( and( the( plate(




!" = !!!1 − (1 − !)!! (
(















initial( to( the( ultimate( steady( value( after( a( step(
change( in( incident( radiation( or( inlet( fluid(
temperature(is(done:(
( !!"#,! − !!"!#!$%!!"#,!! − !!"!#!$% = 1!(
(




Moreover,( introducing(the(heat(removal(factor(FR(as(defined(in(tab.! ! 10,(the(useful(energy(
gain(could(be(expressed(proportionally(to(the(maximum(possible(production(evaluated(when(
the(heat(losses(are(reduced(at(minimum(value((Tp=Tin).(Then,(considering(optical(losses(and(
expressing( Qu( in( terms( of( ambient( and( inlet( temperature( by( means( of( FR,( the( critical(
radiation(level(could(be(identify(as(such(a(radiation(quantity(beneath(which(energy(absorbed(
is(less(than(losses(so(heat(production(is(actually(nullified:((
(! !! = !"!!! !" !!"# − !! !! − !!"# → !! !!"#,!" = !!!! !! − !!"#!! !" !(
(
Consequently,(collector(instantaneous(efficiency(being(the(ratio(between(the(useful(energy(






dependence(of(UL(with( temperature,( in( this(case(efficiency(curve( is(a(quadratic(one( in( the(
form:(! = !! + !!!! + !!!!(where(x(is(the(temperature(difference(while(b1( is(the(heat(loss(




Moreover,(effects(of( incident(angle(on( the(useful( irradiation(entering( the(system(could(be(
introduced(by(means(of(the(Incident)Angle)Modifier((IAM)(on((τα)(product.(It(varies(from(a(
collector( to( another( and( allows( to( use( the( (τα)( value( at( normal( incidence( introducing( in(
previous( equation( K(τα)( estimated( by( experimental( tests( or( by( means( of( the( following(
correlation(by(Souka(and(Safwat([)3(](suitable(in(case(of(flat(cover:(
( !!" = 1− !! 1cos! − 1 (
(















real( operating( conditions( that( are( characterised( by( intermittent( behaviour( of( the( driving(
force,(such(as(sun(and(wind.(Response(of(the(collector(to(such(change(in(ambient(conditions(
deals(then(with( its(heat) capacity) (Cc).)A(transient(energy(balances((at(plate(and(cover,( for(
example)(are(then(necessary(for(solving(correctly(the(system(and(most(of(solutions(needs(an(
iterative(process.(For(determining(the(effective(heat(capacity(of(a(collector((Cc)e,(European(
standard(UNI( EN(12975K2:2006( [) 19( ]( suggest( for(water( circulating( component( to(manage(
indoor( tests( in( which( fluid( moves( from( the( top( to( the( bottom( and( inlet( temperature( is(
assumed( constant( until( steadyKstate( conditions( are( reached.( After,( inlet( temperature( is(
raised( rapidly( by( about( 10K( and( measurements( made( until( steadyKstate( conditions( are(
reached(again;(then(the(effective(heat(capacity(is:(









!"! = !!!!!!!! (
where(m( stays( for(mass( (kg),( c( for( the( specific( heat( (J/kg)( and( p( is( a(weighting( factor( for(
accounting(on(the(fact(that(not(all(elements(in(the(collector(participate(in(the(same(way(to(
its(thermal(inertia.(
For( describing( in( deep( thermal( behaviour( of( solar( collector( under( variable( ambient(
condition,(a(quasiKdynamic(model(based(on(the(steadyKstate(one(is(introduced(for(taken(into(
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consideration( the( dependence( of( results( on( direct( and( diffuse( radiation,( wind( speed,( sky(
temperature,(incidence(angle(effects(and(effective(thermal(capacitance:(
( !! = !! !" !!!,! ! !!"#,! + !!! !" !!!,! ! !!"#,! − !! !! − !!"# − !! !! − !!"# !− !!!!!"#$ !! − !!"# ! + !! !! − !!!"#! + !! !!! !" − !!!!"#$!∗(
(
where(each(coefficient(c(are(introduced(for(considering(ambient(influence(on(solar(collector(
performance(at(different( level,(vwind( is(the(ambeint(air(speed,(EL( is(the(longwave(irradiance(
and(I*(is(the global(hemispherical(solar(irradiance.(Looking(at(formula(first(line(is(exactly(the(
model( for( steady( state( conditions( in( which( diffuse( (dKsubscript)( and( beam( (bKsubscript)(
irradiation( are( distinguished( and( related( to( the( correspondant( (τα)( value( for( detailing(
interaction(with(the(sun(source;(and(the(heat(loss(coefficient(is((dependant(on(temperature.(

























introduced( considering( the( radiative( flux( between( two( surfaces( at( different( temperature:(
Q=εσ(T24KT14)A(and( the( radiative( resistances( ((1Kεi)/εiAi;(AjFij)K1).( The(aim( is(expressing( this( flux(
as:( Q=( hr(ΔT( A,( so( that( the( radiative( heat( flux( could( be( evaluated( as( a( product( between( a(
temperature(difference(and(a(coefficient(as(well(as(conductive/convective(problems.(
( ℎ! = ! !!!!!!! ! !!!!!!!!! !!!!!"! !!!! !! !!!! (((((((((((W(mK2(KK1)(
(
This(coefficient(takes(a(simplified(form(if(surfaces(with(equal(area(and(reciprocal(almostKunitary(
view( factor( are( considered,( as( in( most( common( problem( in( solar( collector( design.( Then,(
considering( the( plate( and( glass( temperatures( (respectively( Tp( and( Tc)( and( introducing( the(
equality(A1=A2(while(F12(is(closed(to(unity;(it(follows:(
( ℎ!,!!! = ! !!!!!!! ! !!!!!!!!! ! !!!! ! ! ((((((((((((W(mK2(KK1)(
(
If( the( radiative( exchange( between( the( glass( and( the( ambient( is( considered( some( other(
simplifications(could(be(introduced(and(the(coefficient(becomes:(
( ℎ!,!!!!" = !!!! !!! + !!"#! ! !! + !!"# (((((((((((W(mK2(KK1)(
(


















Prandtl,( Reynolds( and( Grashof( numbers.( From(
Nusselt( number( definition( the( convective(
coefficient(is(then(evaluated(by(means(of:(
( ℎ! = !"!!! ((WmK2KK1)(
(





Nusselt(num.:! " = !!! !
(
(






Reinolds(num.:(!" = !!!!!! = ! !!!!! (
(
(




ideal( gas,( β´=( 1/T( )( [1/K( ];( T( =( temperature( difference( between( plates( [K( ];( ν( =( kinematic(





The( efficiency( curve,( the( thermal( capacity( and( the( time( constant( are( generally( used( for(
characterising( solar( collector( being( suitable( in( describing( its( thermal( behaviour( and( time(




collector.( Both( rules( describe( the( main( ambient( conditions( that( are( suitable( for( sorting(
useful(data( in(outside(operating(conditions( (see( tab.! ! 12)(and( the(way( this(data(has( to(be(
used(for(assessing(the(collector(characteristics.((
tab.!!12)standard)regulation)test)requirements)and)simulation)inputs)
data/input) UNI(8937/1987( EN(12975K2:2006( Simulation(
vwind( [m(sK1(]( <(5( 3 ± 1( 2.5(
Isun( [W(mK2(]( >(600( >(700( >600(
albedo) [K(]( 0,2( isotropically(assumption( K(
α  [°(]( 0°< α <(40°( <20°( 0°(
azimuth [°(]( 0°( 0°( unimportant(1)(
slope) [°(]( 45° ± 5( !"! = !"#! ± 2%( unimportant(1)(
m( [m3(sK1mK2(]( 0.01(–(0.03(( 0.02( 0.01,(0.03,(0.05(2)((
Tamb( [°C(]( 5(< Tamb  <(35( K( 5(< Tamb <(35(
Tamb,rad) [°C(]( K( !!"# ≅ !!"#,!"# ( !!"# = !!"#,!"# (
Tin( [°C(]( variable(3)( !!" = ±3 + !!"#( variable(




(3)(Italian(rule(introduces(a(minimum(inlet(temperature(value(!!",!"# = !!"# ± !°!(this(restriction(allows(to(
maximise(the(resolution(for(the(intercepting(term.((
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Specifically( the( European( standard( distinguishes( between( outdoor( tests( and( tests( in( solar(
irradiance(simulator(making(differences(between(steadyKstate(performance(test(and(quasiK
dynamic( test( conditions;( moreover( this( regulation( deals( with( capacity( and( time( constant(
evaluations.(Anyway(European(code(is(specifically(calibrate(for(liquid(heater(meanwhile,(the(
Italian( standard( focuses( on( air( heater( efficiency( curve( assessment.( Both( regulations( put(
attention(on(surroundings;( specifically( reflections(and(obstructions(by(other( surfaces(as( to(
be(avoided(as(well(as(thermal(bridge(between(the(collector(itself(and(the(mounting(system.(
Moreover( air( should( circulate( freely( around( the( front( and( the(back(of( the( collector( and(a(
minimum( distance( from( the( ground( (0,5m)( in( Italian( regulation( is( introduced.( More(
specifications( belong( to( the( European( standard( that( introduces( the( concept( of( integrated(
solar( collector( specifying( a( minimum( distance( from( the( roofKedge( for( the( collector( that(
should( be(mounted( in( a( roof( and( discharging(wind( effect( on( back( for( such( an( integrated(
collector.(Other(prescriptions(regard(the(accuracy(of(the(sensors(and(the(way(they(have(to(
be(mounted(in(order(to(reduce(error(and(uncertainties(due(to(the(surroundings.((
In( this( regards,( both( regulations( tend( to( reduce( variability( in( measurements( due( to( the(
influence(of(external(environment(with(the(main(purpose(of(obtaining(consistent(set(of(data.(
Finally,(both(regulations( introduce( the(concept(of( test(period( in(which(stable(environment(





global)solar)irradiance) ±50! !!!( ±50! !!!(
indoor)surrounding)temperature)) ±1.0! ( ±1.0! (
outdoor)surrounding)temperature) ±1.5! ( ±1.0! (






model( assuming( a( proper( meaning( related( to( the( calculation( method;( moreover( other(
adaptations(have(been(introduced(for(the(evaluation(of(the(integrated(collector.(
Indeed,(FEM(calculations(overpasses(problems(related(to(accuracy(in(measuring(data(and(to(
provide( stable( input( (constant( irradiation,( ambient( and( inlet( temperature,( inlet( mass(
flow,…).(Only(outlet(temperature(depends(on(the(way(data(are(sorted(from(simulation(since(
the(temperature(field(in(the(domain(is(provided(meshKnode(by(meshKnode;(in(this(case(the(
accuracy( prescribed( for( measurements( is( used( for( evaluate( the( reliability( of( Tout( as( it( is(
evaluated( from( all( the( available( simulation( output.( Even( that,(while(most( of( the(weather(
data(and(working(input(have(to(be(measured(in(test(procedures(and(are(subjects(of(standard(
regulations(in(order(to(ensure(consistency(of(tests,(in(FEM(model(they(are(merely(inputs.(For(
that( reason( they(are( totally( stable:( the(steady(state(condition( is( then(native( in( the(model.(
Moreover,( FEM( modelling( goes( beyond( difficulties( related( to( uncertainties( belonging( to(
surroundings( influences( such( as( undesirable( reflections( and( shadowing( effects.( The(
environmental(interactions(are(actually(mathematically(defined(and(controlled(by(boundary(
system(inputs(simulating(surroundings.((
Results( reliability(depends(then(on(calibration(and(validation(of( the(model,( in(knowing(the(
limit( of( the( model( itself,( in( sorting( and( processing( data( and( in( determining( the( most(
appropriate( inputs( to( simulate( external( ambient( and( physical( exchanges(with( it.( All( these(
points(are(treated(in(previous(chapter(regarding(the(FEM(model.(
Efficiency( curve( is( determined( by( introducing( as( input( the( recorded( data( from( the(
experimental( campaign( meeting( at( the( same( time( the( standard( rule( prescriptions( as(
replicated( and( compared( in( tab.! ! 12.( Efficiency( of( collector( is( then( evaluated( at( different(
standard(conditions(varying(one(at(time(the(inlet(temperature(and(irradiation(values:(
! = !!! !!"# − !!"!!"#! (
Values(are(plotted(with(respect(to(a(normalised(ΔT(/(Isun!value.!1st(or(2nd(order(interpolations(
are( allowed( by( both( regulations,( specifically( and( according( to( the( European( standard,( a(
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second( order( fit( shall( not( be( used( if( the( value( deduced( for( a2( is( negative.( It( follows( that(
efficiency(curve(in(both(standard(rules(is(expressed(as(a(variable(of(x(that(depends(in(turn(on(
temperature(field:(( ! = !! − !!! − !!!!(
where(the(η0(terms((or(intercept(term)(describes(the(maximum(performance(collector(could(
achieve,( the(a1!and(a2( terms( state( for( the( energy( losses.(Actually,( the(useful( energy( from(
collector( in(steady(state(condition(could(be(written(as(a( function(of( incoming(solar(energy(
minus(the(overall(energy(losses,(it(follows:(!! = !!!! !!"# !" − !! !!" − !!"# (
!! = !!!!!!"# = !! !" − !!!! !!" − !!"#!!"# (
(
where( FR(is( the( removal( factor,(UL( the( overall( loss( coefficient.( ( It( is( common( to( assume( a(
linear(dependence(of(UL(with(temperature,(!! = !! + !! ! − !!"# (from(which(belong(the(
2nd(order(expression(for(efficiency.(Anyway,(this(second(coefficient(is(sometimes(discharged.((
The(main(difference(between(the(regulations(stays( in(the(way(ΔT(is(evaluated(by(recorded(
data.(As(assumed(in(the(generic(efficiency(equation(the(most(easily(deducible(is:(ΔT = ! !!" − !!"# (
Moreover( the( difference( between( the( arithmetic( average( of( inlet( and( outlet( fluid( is(
sometimes( used( as( well( as( others( assumptions,( in( order( to( best( solve( energy( losses(
evaluations.(Present(works(deals(with( the(previous(value(as(well(as( the(one( introduced(by(
European(and(Italian(standards.(Specifically,(they(uses(the(reduced(temperature(difference(
(!!∗ ),(expressed(in(funcion(of(fluid(mean(temperature((tm):(!!∗ = !!!!!!!"# ((
((!! = !!" + !!! = ! !!" + !!"#!!!"! (Δ! = ! !!∗ − !!"# (
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Regarding(Tamb(it(is(necessary(to(stress(attention(on(the(most(appropriate(value(for(STCKwall(
efficiency(calculation.( (Actually,( if(an( integrated(solar(collector( is(considered,( top(and(back(
losses( are( proportional( respectively( to( the( outdoor( temperature( and( to( the( indoor(
temperature.( For( that( reason( and( taking( into( account( that( the( first( are( generally(
predominant,(the(ambient(weighted(temperature(substitutes(the(Tamb:(
( !!"#,! = !!"#$!!%!!"# + !!"#$$%!!"#$!!"# + !!"#$ (
(
!!"# = 1ℎ!"#$!!% + !!"#$$!!"#$$ + 1ℎ!!!""#$ !!(!!"#$ = 1ℎ!!!""#$ + !!"!!!"#$!!"!!"#$% + 1ℎ!"#$$% !!(
(
where(houtdoor(and(hindoor(are(the(coefficient(prescribed(by(UNI(EN(ISO(6946(and(accounts(on(










Moreover,( simulations( run( for( prototypes( and( STCKwalls( introducing( the( following( inlet(
temperatures:( !!" = !!"#(!!" = !!"# ± 5°!(!!",(!) = !!"#,(!!!)(
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where(n(stays(for(the(number(of(simulation.(First( two(assumptions(allow(to(best(solve(the(
y=1( axis( interception,( while( the( simulations( at( Tin,(n)=Tout,(nK1)( stops( when( the( outlet/inlet(
temperature( difference( reaches( 5°C,( as( prescribed( by( UNI( 8937/1987.( In( this( way,( all(
working(operating(conditions(are(fulfilled(and(the(sorted(efficiency(curve(appropriately(gives(








AKB( FEM( models( as( well( as( STCKwall( AKB( models( are( presented( and( correspondent(
validations(proposed(for(the(basic(prototypes,(outlining(the(limit(of(the(models(themselves.(
In( order( to( clarify( the( chapter( structure( a( brief( summery( is( firstly( proposed( according( to(
main(investigated(values:(Tout,(Tnode(at(prescribed(working(steady(state(conditions.(Indeed,(it(








Other( transversally( differences( and( similitudes( among( the( four( models( exist( and( drive(
present(chapter(structure,(see(Fig.%33:(
A. general)model.(Considering(boundary(conditions(are(the(same(for(all(model(varying(
only( their( value( from( prototype( to( STCKwall( one( physic( general( model( is( identify.(
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Differences( are( needed( for( distinguishing( the( internal( radiative( exchange( and( the(
relationship(with(the(radiative(source(from(Configuration(A(and(Configuration(B.(
B. mesh) for)solid)domain.(All(models(have(same(typical(dimension(for(solid(elements,(
distinguishing( two( different( orders( of( magnitude:( insulation( and( wall( layers( (the(




C. mesh) for) fluid) domain.) Channel) geometry( varies( from( configuration( A( to(
configuration(B,(hence(mesh(features(must(meet(different(instances.(
D. position) of) the) cutEline) at) the) exit) section.( The( desired( Tout( value( is( computed(
evaluating( the( temperature( field( along( a( cutKline( that( has( to( be( fit( at( a( suitable(
distance(so(that(fluid(is(properly(mixed.(Considering(velocity(field(varies(according(to(




For( simplifying( calculations,( physics/geometrical( symmetries( were( exploited( and( mesh(





















1. The( first(model( is( a( 3D(one( and( is( suitable( for( determining( intermediate( Tg( and( Tp(
values(to(be(used(as(input(in(the(second(model;(
2. The(second(model(is(a(2D(one(and(is(suitable(for(evaluating(the(outlet(temperature(of(




The(three(models(run(serially( (Fig.% 35)( returning(the(radiosity(and(temperature( field( (from(
module(3)(and(the(velocity(and(temperature(field(among(the(fluid(stream((from(module(2).(







general(system(of( the( form(Ax(=(b!using(the(LU(factorization(for( the(matrix(A.(Termination(
accounts(on(Newtonian(method(for(which(f(U)=0(where(f(U)(is(the(residual(vector(of(solution(
U,( starting( from( a( guess( value( U0.( A( linearized( model( is( then( form( by( the( software( and(
solved:(!! !! !" = −! !! .( Afterword,( next( iterations(work( on(!! = !!!! + !!!"(where(
λ is( the( dumping( factor;( error( is( then( estimated( with( respect( to( previous( iteration(! =! !! /!! !!!! (until( this( value( is( less( then( the(one( in( previous( iteration(by( reducing( the(
dumping( factor( and( computing( again( Un( or( until( the( dumping( factor( underflows( the(
minimum(introduced(value(for(it.(
The( software( stops( the( iterations( when( the( relative( tolerance( exceeds( the( relative( error(
computed(as(the(weighted(Euclidean(norm:(
!"" = 1! !! /!! !!!!!
!.!
(
















In( order( to( stress( attention( on( the( radiative( heat( exchange( according( to( the( view( factor(
calculation,( a( 3D(model( is( chosen.( The(main( geometrical( features( such( as( the( corrugation(













steadyKstate(condition(are(considered:((∇ ∙ −!∇! = 0(
Anyway,( the( modules( differ( each( other( for( internal( boundary( physics( (cover( surface( and(
plate(surfaces(in(configuration(A;(cover(surface,(TiNOX(upKdown(surfaces(and(plate(surface(
for(configuration(B)(while(geometries(and(mesh(settings(are( identical.(Specifically( the(heat(
transfer( between( channel(walls( and( fluid( stream( is( quit( in(module( 1(where( only( radiative(
exchanges( are( introduced( in( order( to( find( out( preliminary( temperature( at( glass( and( plate(
interfaces(to(be(processed(in(module(2.((
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Common! Boundaries! Conditions.( Heat( flux( conditions( in( all( boundaries( are( introduced( by(
means(of(an(appropriate(heat(transfer(coefficient(and(a(prescribed(temperature.(Convective(
heat(flux(on(upper(and(bottom(surfaces(and(radiative(heat(flux(on(upper(cover(surface(are(
suitable( for( describing( the( main( physic( phenomena( concerning( the( interactions( with( the(
indoor(and(outdoor(ambient.(Specifically,(wind(effects(and(radiative(exchange(with(the(sky(
at( the(upper( cover( surface(and(convective( resistance(at( the(bottom(surface.(Moreover(an(
other( notice( comes( if( prototype( and( STCKwall( are( compared;( indeed( upper( boundary( is(
exactly(the(same(in(both(cases(but(the(bottom(boundary(for(STC(wall(fronts(the(indoor(while(
for(a(standKalone(collector(faces(again(the(outdoor.(For(this(reason,(even(if(the(main(idea(of(
considering( an( heat( flux( as( boundary( condition( is(maintained( for( STCKwall(model( and( for(
prototype(model,(in(the(first(case(the(convective(coefficient(is(determined(by(correlation(in(
function( of( wind( speed( while( in( the( second( case( the( most( common( regulation( for(






−!! −!!∇!! = !" !!"#! − !! (−!! −!!∇!! = ℎ(!!"# − !)( Prototype/STCEwall:)Text=Toutdoor(;(h=f(vwind)(









wall( respectively( at( the( sides( and( at( inlet/outlet( sections( in( order( to( stabilise( the( target(
results( (Tnodes).( Precisely,( symmetry( is( similar( to( an( insulation( condition( and( it(means( that(
there(is(no(heat(flux(across(the(boundary:(
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−!! −!!∇! = 0(
Conceptually( it( stays( for( an( inKcoming/outKcoming( heat( flux( across( the( boundary( itself(
describing( hypothetical( interaction( between( two( identical( symmetrical( physical( systems.((
Otherwise,(the(open(boundary(means(that(the(heat(can(flow(out(of(the(domain(or(into(the(
domain(with(a(specified(exterior(temperature((T0=Tamb).( It( is( introduced(to(add(a(boundary(
condition( for( modelling( heat( flux( across( boundary( that( could( be( extended( (as( it( would(
happen,(if(a(façade(component(were(considered):(
! = !!( if(( !" < 0(−∇!!! = 0( if(( !" ≥ 0(
!
Until( now,( all( common( features( among( models( referring( to( STCKwall,( prototype( and(






Basically,( software( distinguishes( between( opaque( and( transparent( materials( according( to(
preKdefined(wavelength(bands(by(insert(wavelength(break(points(that(for(the(analized(FEM(
models( is( at( λ=2500( nm,( considering( how( glass( and( plate( optical( properties( change( in(
accordance( to( wavelength.( The( two( bands( then( correspond( to( visible( and( near( Infrared(
spectrum( (B1)( and(middle/farKInfrared( band( (B2).( For( this( reason,( radiative( exchange( and(
source( are( based( on( the( Fraction( Emissive( Power( integral( equation( from(Planck’s( Law( for(
accounting(on(wavelenght(dependance(of(radiative(exchange:(
!"#!" ! = 15!! !!!! − 1!! !!!"!! !!!" !"(




source( temperature( (Ts=5760K)( for( determine( the( power( distribution( along( the( spectrum(
according(to(Planck’s( law(and(Wien(dispacement( law,(while(direction( is(taken( into(account(
by(a(direction(vector((is=(ix,iy,iz)(according(to(the(geometrical(reference(system:(!!"#,!" = !!"#,!"!!!!!!"#!" !! (
Moreover,(only(the(emissivity(value(in(each(band(is(required(while(absorptivity,(reflectivity(
and( trasmissivity( coefficient( are( not( directly( required,( consequently( Kirchhoff's( law( of(
thermal( radiation( is( applied( and(!!" = !!" .( Indeed,( trasmissivity( coefficient( is( an( on/off(
option( setting:( each( geometry( is( opaque( or( transparent( band( by( band,( so( the( reflectivity(
coefficient( when( the(medium( is( opaque( is(!! = 1− !! = 1− !!(otherwise( body( is( totally(
transparent(by(default.(Analysing(the(model,(differences(between(configuration(A(and(B(are(
needed.( So( that,( according( to( previous( studies( and( according( to( the( specified( bands(
definition,( glass( is( transparent( into( B1( while( it( is( opaque( in( B2( for( enabling( greenKhouse(
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Finally,(once( the(surface(participating( in( the(radiative(exchange(are(defined(as( reported( in(
Fig.% 31( and(Fig.% 32,( respectively( for( configuration( A( and( B,( “surface( to( surface( radiation”(
boundary(conditions(is(applied(with(respect(to(the(defined(wavelength(bands.(Specifically(by(
a( general( node( in( the( physics( interface( referring( to( bulk( domain( (glass,( TiNOX( and( plate(
layer)( are(defined(as(opaque(or( transparent,(while( at( surface( level( radiative(exchange(are(
enable( where( needed( band( by( band,( see( tab.! ! 17.( Particularly,( it( is( necessary( to(
distinguishing( opaque( and( transparent( domains( as( well( as( define( bandKbyKband( which(






K( the( enclosure( duct( surfaces( in( configuration( B( belong( all( to( opaque( material( but( no(
radiative(exchange(in(B1(is(enable(since(no(solar(radiation(reaches(the(surface(while(at(the(





( B1) B2) B1) B2) B1) B2)
glass_down) transparent( opaque( none( on( none( on(
TiNOX_up) opaque( opaque( K( K( on( on(
TiNOX)_down) opaque( opaque( K( K( none( on(
plate_up) opaque( opaque( on( on( none( on(
(
Radiative(thermal(balance(between(surfaces(when(external(source(is(on(is(then(computed:(






from( external( sun( source( (Gext,Bi),( the( radiation( belonging( to( other( surfaces( in( the(model(
(Gm,Bi)(at(the(calculated(temperature(and(the(radiation(coming(from(outboundaries(ambient(
(Gamb,Bi)(at(a(given(temperature((Tamb).(Specifically,(the(latest(terms(are(evalueted(once(in(the(
up(direction,(once(in(the(down(direction(by(means(of:(1− !!" !!,!" = ! !!" − !!!"!! ! !"#!" ! (!!"#,!" = !!"#,!"!! !!"#,!"! !!"#!" !!"#,!" (
!
Heat!transfer!at!internal!boundaries!
Internal( boundaries,( such( as( outlined( in( Fig.! 38( for( both( prototype,( show( radiative( and(
convective(resistances(introduced(in(the(model(by(means(of:(−!! −!!∇!! = ℎ(!!"# − !)(
As(already(outlined(for(the(properly(duct(walls(in(both(configurations((red(dotted(line(in(the(
figure)(this(boundary(conditions(are(turned(on(only(in(module(3,(while(for(airKgap(walls(they(
are( turned( on( in( both( modules( 1( and( 3.( Moreover( the( meaning( of( each( required(
temperature( (Text)( introduced( as( input( change( from( one( case( to( the( other( as( well( as( the(




Specifically,( in(module(3( for(conditions(at(duct(boundaries( (red(dot( line( in(Fig.! 38)( in(both(




Regarding( the( airKgap( walls( (blue( dot( line( in( Fig.! 38),( it( is( necessary( to( distinguish( initial(
values(applied( in(module(1,(where( fixing(Text=Tamb(as(a( first(approximation(simulations(are(
run( until( the( desired( outlet( temperature( from( model( 2( reach( the( recorded( one,( to( that(
applied( in(module( 3.(Once( the( first( two(models( are( calibrated( and( validated( for( different(
external(conditions,(the(hchannel(value(is(again(assessed(in(model(3(introducing(a(correlation(
for( hairKgap( already( available( in( the( software( and( relating( h( to( the( corresponding( Rayleigh(
number((see(tab.! !11)(and(consequently(to(temperature(difference(between(the(plate.(This(
fact( is( particularly( suitable( since( plate( temperatures( themselves( affect( convective( heat(
transfer(between(flat(plates(at(different(temperature.(Following(expression(is(then(used:(












providing(a(90°shape(at(outlet(sections( in(order(to(enable(properly(mixing(of( the(fluid,( fig.(
21.(The(dependent(variables(in(the(model((field(variables)(are(for(the(Velocity(field(u((m/s),(
for( the( Pressure( p( (Pa),( and( for( the( Temperature( T( (K),( while( a( KaysKCrawford( model( is(
suitable(for(sorting(the(heat(transfer(in(turbulence(flow(according(to(the(general(governing(









(−! −!!!"#$% = 0(
(
The(latter(is(a(suitable(boundary(condition(for(convectionKdominated(heat(transfer(at(outlet(
boundaries( and( states( that( the( only( heat( transfer( over( the( boundary( is( by( convection(
allowing( fluid( to(mix(properly(without(energy( losses( toward( the(external(ambient;( indeed,(





































determining( the( friction( factor( at( the( sorted(Reynolds(number( and( consequently( the( fluid(
flow(region,(tab.((19.(
( !"!! = !! !! (!! = 0.790! ln!"!! − 1.64 !!( ;( ! = 64!"!!(!
tab.))19)Fluid)Flow)field)












( A.1( m=(0.01([m3mK2sK1(]( 0.14( 1235( 0.05( ( x( (
A.2( m=(0.03([m3mK2sK1(]( 0.41( 3615( 0.04( ( x( (












( B.1( m=(0.01([m3mK2sK1(]( 0.24( 848( 0.08( ( x( (
B.2( m=(0.03([m3mK2sK1(]( 0.73( 2579( 0.05( ( x( (














( !! ! ∙ ∇ ! = ∇ ∙ −!!+ ! + !! ∇!+ ∇! ! − 23 ! + !! ∇ ∙ ! !− 23!"! + !!
! ∇ ∙ !! = 0!
!!! ∙ !∇= ∇ ! + !!!! ∇! + !! − !"!
! !! ∙ ∇! = ∇ ! + !!!! ∇! + !! !! !! − !! !!! !!
!
where(µ is(the(dynamic(viscosity,(µT(is(the(turbulent(dynamic(viscosity,(p(the(pressure,(ρ(the(








!! = !! ∇!: ∇!+ ∇!! − 23 ∇ ∙ ! ! − 23!"∇ ∙ !)!! = !!! !!! (
(
where(L( is( the( length(scale(while(σε,(σκ,(C1,(C2(and(Cµ(are(five(parameters(whose(common(
values(introduced(in(the(model(are(shown(in(tab.!!20.!(!
tab.!!20)Model)constant)values)
σε=1.3( σκ=1( C1=1.44( C2=1.92( Cµ=0.09( kv=0.41( B=5.2(
(
Regarding(the(boundaries,(it(is(possible(to(distinguish(the(inlet(section(from(the(outlet(where(




Wall( functions( are( generally( employed( in( the( region( nearby( a( solid( wall( where( the( usual(
expression(for(k(and(epsilon(are(not(valid(anymore.(The(model(automatically(computes(such(
a(distance(from(the(wall(channel:( !!! = !!!!!! (
where(δw+ is(the(so(called(wall(liftKoff(in(viscous(unit,(δw(is(the(wall(liftKoff(in(meter(while(ut(is(
the( friction(velocity:(!! = !!! ! !(which(becomes(11.06.(This(distance(defines( the(part(of(
domain(where(wall(functions((see(tab.! ! 21)(are(applied(to(calculation;(then(introducing(the(
noKpenetration(condition:(!! ∙ ! = 0(where(u(is(the(velocity(vector(and(n(the(diretional(one;(
while(!!"#$ = !− ! ∙ ! !(it(follows(that(at(boundaries(stays:(
( ! + !! ∇!+ ∇! ! − 23 ! + !! ∇ ∙ ! !− 23!"! !! = !−! !!!!! !!!"#$)
)
The( turbulent( kinetic( energy( is( subject( to( a( Neumann( condition( (! ∙ ∇!) = 0 (and,(
introducing(the(von(Kàrman(constant((kv)(the(boundary(condition(for(epsilon(reads:(
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! = !!! !!!! !!!!! (
)
tab.!!21)wall)functions)
Increasing( Reynolds( number( the( viscous(
sublayer(of(a(boundary(layer(is(so)thin(that(it(
is( difficult( to( use( enough( grid( points( to(
resolve(it.(This(problem(could(be(avoided(by(
introducing(the)wall(functions(which(rely(on(
the(existence(of( a( logarithmic( region( in( the(
velocity(profile.(Models(accounts(on:(
( !! = !!!!! !" !! + !(
(
where(kv( is( the(von(Kàrman(constant(and(B(








At( inlet,( a( normal( flow( velocity( value( (Uo)( on( which( kinetic( energy( and( dissipation( rate(
depend(to(is(introduced.(Consequently,(at(inlet(boundary(it(reads:(
( ! = −!!!)! = !! ! !!!!! !) ! = !!! ! !!! !!! )
)
As(known,(k(and(epsilon(values(at(boundary(are(seldom(available(for(that(reason(software(
introduces( the( previous( approximations( in( function( of( the( turbulent( intensity( (IT)( and( the(
turbulent(length(scale((LT)(whose(values(are(required.(Specifically,(the(turbulent(intensity(is(
defined(as(!! = !! !!(and(is(approximately(1K20%(with(respect(to(the(inflow(velocity([)4(](
while(the(turbulent(length(scale(being(the(measure(of(the(eddies(size(varies(generally(from(
0.01K1( with( respect( to( the( typical( scale( of( [) 4( ].( Present( study( relies( with( the( following(
assumption(from([)4(]:(









is( provided( by( a( constant( pressure( value( (p0=1atm)( discharging( viscous( stress,( for( which(
consequently(follows:(! = !!( ∇! ∙ ! = 0( ∇! ∙ ! = 0(
( ! + !! ∇!+ ∇! ! − 23 ! + !! ∇ ∙ ! !− 23!"! !! = !0(
)
Mesh)for)solid)domain)E)module)1E3)
Considering( the( main( change( in( temperature( field( will( be( recorded( in( the( transversal(
direction(a(swept(method(for(mesh(generation(is(suitable;(different(mesh(configurations(are(
performed(and(results(compared.(Specifically(the(temperature(trend(in(the(cross(section(at(
the(middle( length(of( the( component( (T(H/2,p/2,z))( is( considered( for( this( purpose.( Tests(were(
made( just(on(prototype(A(model( since( the( two(model(are( substantially( the( same(at(mesh(
assessment( level.( Both( triangular( and( quadrilateral( shapes( were( tested;( moreover( hence(
plate( and( glass( thicknesses( are( really( different( from( that( of( insulation( panel( two( main(
features( are( used.( The( minimum( and( maximum( dimensions( for( mesh( elements( in( cross(
direction(are(proportional( to( the(plate(and(glass( thicknesses(while( the(number(of(element(
along(the(collector( length( is( set(at(40.( It( is(worth( to(notice( that(plate( thickness,(as(well(as(
TiNOX(layer,(is(extremely(small(making(difficult(to(design(the(mesh(elements;(for(this(reason(
a(higher(thickness(is(introduced(choosing(a(conductive!equivalent!coefficient.(In(this(way,(at(
least( 3( mesh( elements( in( the( cross( direction( along( glass( plate( and( TiNOX( thicknesses( is(
assured(bettering(the(results(resolution(in(the(reason(why(3(temperatures(are(available(for(
each( layer( field( and( are( evaluated( at( different( boundary( conditions( in( each( element:( one(
mesh(element(bounds(with(the(outdoor(ambient,(another(to(the(inside(model(and(another(
stays(in(between.(This(involves(that(mesh(element(dimensions(and(characteristics(for(glass,(






of( insulation( and( wall( layers,( according( to( table( 9.( Reciprocal( temperature( difference(
between(models( with( different(mesh( design( are( computed( once( for( the( triangular( shape(
element,( once( for( the( quadrilateral( ones;( finally( results( among( each( shape( are( compared(
each( other.( Fig.( 22( shows( no( relevant( differences( in( results( among( the( different( mesh(
design:(doubling(the(number(of(element(and(the(total(DOFs(the(difference(is(less(than(0,1(°C.(
Mesh(5(configuration(with(triangular(element(is(then(chosen(allowing(a(faster(calculation.(!!
tab.!!22!mesh) minimum)size) maximum)size) growth)rate)
M1) 1/3(sp( 4sp( 1.50(
M2) 1/3(sp( 3sp( 1.50(
M3) 1/3(sp( 2sp( 1.50(
M4) 1/3(sp( sp( 1.50(







Once(the(main( feature( for( fluid(domain(are(established(according( to( the(physics,( software(
determines( a( physicKcontrolled( mesh( that( is( the( same( for( both( prototypes( and( it( is(
introduced(as(reference((M1)(in(mesh(independence(test.(It(is(worth(to(notice(that(element(
growth(rate(is(almost(1(and(cannot(be(changed(anymore(while(it(is(possible(to(reduce(size(of(
mesh( element( or( improve( the( resolution( for( boundary( layers( in( which(wall( functions( are(































M1) 5( 0.0134( 0.0067( 2EK05( 1.05(
M2) 5( 0.0134( 0.0067*0,5( 1EK05( 1.05(
M3) 10( 0.0134/2( 0.0067( 2EK05( 1.05(
M4) 10( 0.0134/2( 0.0067*0,5( 1EK05( 1.05(
(
If(comparing(the(desired(output(value((Tout)(sorted(at(the(exit(of(the(channel(and(computed(
point( by( point( along( the( cut( line,( no( relevant( differences( are( noticed.( Specifically(M3KM1(
difference( is(0.03K(while(comparing(M2KM1(and(M4KM5(0,1K(difference( is( recorded.(Ratio(
between( results( for(M2KM3KM4( different(meshes( with( respect( to(M1( is( anyway( equal( to(
100%.( For( that( reason( and( considering( such( a( difference( cannot( affect( efficiency( curve(
results,(M1(is(chosen(as(mesh(for(next(analysis.(Once(this(resolution(for(mesh(is(defined,(it(is(
checked(for(first(if(the(computed(wall(liftKoff(in(viscous(unit(is(at(least(equal(to(11.06(and(the(
resulting(δw( compared(with( the( characteristic( dimension(of( channel( is( appropriate.( For( all(
models(at(different(inlet(velocity(the(first(check(is(verified(δw+=11.06(all(along(the(wall,(while(

















































distance( in(Fig.% 39)(where( fluid( is(properly(mixed(and(the(evaluated(averaged(Tout( suitably(
represent(the(exit(temperature.(For(this(purpose(the(standard(deviation((σ)(with(respect(to(
the(average( temperature(value(along( the(cutKline(x=a;(as(well(as( the(comparison(between(
the( Tout( arithmetic( average( value( and( the( weighted( value( with( respect( to( velocity( are(
considered.( !!"#,! = !!"#(!;!)!""!!!100 (
( !!"#_!,! = !!"#(!;!) ∗ !(!;!)!""!!! !(!;!) (
(
where(100(represents(the(number(of(temperature/velocity(values(sorted(along(the(generic(
x=a( cutKline( whose( position( varies( from( a=0( until( a=0,8(m,( see( fig.( 21.( This( procedure( is(
reiterated(for(prototype(A(and(B(at(the(different(inflow(velocity(and(results(shown(in(fig.(22.(
At(first(sight,(it(is(evident(prototype(A(and(prototype(B(have(different(behaviour(according(to(
their( specific( geometry( since( no( relevant( difference( varying( inlet( velocity( are( recorded( in(
each(group(of(results.(Moreover,(the(group(referring(to(prototype(B(achieve(an(asymptotic(
behaviour(at(x=0,(4m(and(a(really(low(standard(deviation(value(is(found, σ=0.01.((
Meanwhile,( the( minimum( magnitude( of( σ in( Prototype( A( cluster( is( 0,7K( at( x=0.8( m( for(
m=0.05(m3mK2sK1.(Even(if(the(curve(does(not(achieve(an(appropriate(slope;(the(sorted(value(is(




Considering( all( that( reasoning( and( having( achieve( appropriate( accuracy( in( sorting( Tout,(




























































































x=0,1!m! x=0,2!m! x=0,3!m! x=0,4!m!
















































x=0,1!m! x=0,2!m! x=0,3!m! x=0,4!m!















































x=0,1!m! x=0,2!m! x=0,3!m! x=0,4!m!































































































x=0,1!m! x=0,2!m! x=0,3!m! x=0,4!m!















































x=0,1!m! x=0,2!m! x=0,3!m! x=0,4!m!





























data.( Weather( data( and( checked( temperatures( from( the( experimental( campaigns( are(
recorded(with( a( 30( second( time( step,( and( are( then( processed( in( order( to( obtain( average(
value( in( a( timeKlapse( about( 15K20min.( Only( timeKlapse( when( steadyKstate( conditions( are(
achieved( are( chosen,( according( to( standard( prescription( for( sorting( consistent( efficiency(
curve.(Moreover,(some( inputs(not(directly(detected(during(the(experimental(campaign(are(
evaluated(by(means(of(appropriate(correlations( from( literature( starting( from(the(available(
recorded(data(and(physical(working(condition.((
Differences(between(Prototype(A( and(B( are( furthermore(necessary( if( it( is( considered( that(
calibration(parameters(change(according(to(the(physics(at(internal(boundaries(and(available(
data( are( detected( during( two( different( experimental( campaign.( Specifically,( some(needed(
input( are( actually( unknown( and( values( are( determined( by( a( calibration( procedure(whose(
results(are(afterwards(validate(for(each(chosen(ambient(condition.(Such(values(are:((
(








It( is(worth( to( notice( that( two( are( the(main( unknown( inputs:( the( plate( emissivity( and( the(
convective( coefficient( at(duct(walls;(model( is( then( calibrated(according( to( these(unknown(
parameters( for( the( higher( irradiation( condition( and( then( calibrated( considering( all( other(




tab.! ! 30( shows( all( the( needed( input( at( external( boundaries( distinguishing( data( that( are(
directly( available( from( the( experimental( campaign( and( data( that( needs( to( be( calculated(
























13:00) 998( 33( 28( 1.8( 236( 6( 7.8( 58( 46(
15:00) 869( 32( 28( 1.8( 239( 7( 7.8( 54( 44(
16:00) 723( 29( 25( 4.9( 226( 8( 14.7( 45( 37(
17:00) 538( 28( 25( 3.6( 229( 8( 12.0( 39( 34(
18:00) 319( 27( 24( 3.1( 229( 8( 10.9( 31( 30(
(
Moreover,( considering(mass( flow( is( almost( constant,(mean(value( is( sorted(and( velocity(of(
fluid( [msK1( ]( is( calculated( as( required( by( the( software.( Finally( model( asks( for( convective(
coefficient(for(heat(exchange(toward(the(surrounding(external(ambient(from(the(cover(and(
bottom( surfaces,( hwind.( During( validation( phase,( outdoors(wind( speed( (vwind)( is( considered(
and( the(hwind( values( is( applied( to(both(boundaries( surfaces.(Determination(of( this( value( is(
generally( difficult( and( many( correlations( are( available.( hwind( mainly( depends( on( wind(
conditions( (direction( and( velocity,( in( turn( influenced( by( local( position)( as( well( as( on(
geometrical( features(of( the( interested(surfaces.(Due( to( this(variability(of( conditions,(many(






Considering( results( are( almost( comparable( (tab.( ( 31)( and( considering( none( of( these(




Pohlhausen:)))!!"#$ = !!!!! = !.!"! "!"!/!!"!/!!! !)
(
Watmuff:))!!"#$ = !.! + !!!"#$)
McAdams:!!!"#$ = !"# !, !.!!!!"#$!.!!!.! )
where( (!! ! = !"#$" !"#$%"&"#(refering(to(the(collector(cover(dimensions(and(!! = !"#$%#&'!!"#$%&! ((
is(the(characteristic(length(of(building(where(the(solar(collector(is(installed.(
(
Other( necessary( inputs( regard(material( properties( and( are( easily( sorted( by( literature( and(
shown( in( tab.! ! 32.( Only( radiative( properties( in( the( different( wavelength( bands( are( not(
straightly( available,( as( already( outlined.( It( is( useful( to( remember( that( according( to( the(
present(FEM(model(the(only(needed(coefficient(are:(
K the( trasmissivity( of( glass( cover( that( is( applied( at( the( sun( source( for( accounting(on(
optical(interaction(between(solar(radiation(and(cover;(
K the( emissivity( values( of( cover( and( plate( from(which( absorption( coefficients( for( all(
materials(and(the(reflection(coefficients(for(the(opaque(ones(belongs(to.(
tab.!!32!Material)Properties)–)model)1E3)






0,025( 30( 1800( K( K( (
Absorber)plate)E)Steel) 44.5( 7850( 475( ?( ?(
An( equivalent( lambda( value(




Air) 0,030( 0,99( 1009( K( K( (
Glass)–)standard)) 1,40( 2200( 750( 0( 0,837(
Glass( is( considered( as(
transparent(medium( into( the(
visible( and( near( IR( band.(
Moreover,( an( equivalent(
lambda( value( (λeq( =( 3,5(
W/mK)(has(been(introduced.(



















































Pohlhausen" McAdams" Mitchell" avarage"
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Specifically,(the(τtot(coefficient(for(glass(is(calculated(introducing(the(absorption(τa(coefficient(
accounting( on( absorption( phenomena( by( the( glass( and( the( reflection( τt( coefficient(
depending(on(reflection(phenomena(toward(the(external(ambient(and(changing(according(to(
the(incident(angle:(
!!"! = !!!! = 12 ! !!"# + !!!"# ! !"!"#!! (
where( τper( ( and( τpar( are( respectively( the( perpendicular( and( parallel( components( of( the(
unpolarised( radiation( as( reported( in( chapter( 3,( K( [mK1( ]( is( the( extinction( coefficient( for(
standard( glass,( d( is( the( cover( thickness( and( θ2( the( refraction( angle.( During( validationK
calibration(phase,( the(τtot(for(singleKglass(cover( is(evaluated(sorting(the( incident(angle(θ1(in(
the(chosen(day(and( for( the( tilted( surface( located( in(Palermo,( results(are( shown( in(Fig.% 45(
while( typical( emissivity( value( in( the( second(band( is( considered( for( glass.( These( values(are(






The( remaining( coefficients( to( talk( about( are( the( emissivity( of( the( absorber( plate( and( the(
convective( coefficient( at( the( channel( walls,( the( ones( that( are( subject( to( calibration(
procedure.(According(to(the(way(the(FEM(model(is(built(up,(first(and(second(modules(were(






































recorded( data.( One( consideration( has( been( done( previously:( the( only( fact( known( is( the(
colour(sensation.(Hence,(it(is(possible(to(narrow(the(field(of(investigation(starting(from(that(
point.(Some(reflectance(spectra(belonging(to(Synnefa(et(al.([(55(](and(having(similar(colour(
sensation( of( the( analysed( absorber( plate,( are( introduced( and(mean( value( sorted( in( B1( as(|! = ! = 1− !|!!!!"##!,( see( tab.! ! 33.( For(each(colour( two(spectra(are(available:( standard(
(with(s_(prefix)(one(and(cooling(ones((with(c_(prefix).(Model(is(then(run(several(times(fixing(
one(at(time(the(εB1(in(the(range(of(0.6(to(0.9(while(changing(the(εB2.(Each(ratio(between(the(
sorted( temperature( by( simulation( (Tout)( and( the( recorded( temperature( (Trec)( is( then(
correlated( to( the( correspondent( εB2( and( curve( trends( are( introduced( by( 2nd( order(
approximation.(In(this(way,(single(value(of((εB2(for(which(!!"#,!"#$"% !!"#,!"# (is(found(out(for(




colour( R( G( B( ( eB1(
(
s_brown) 142( 91( 76( ███( 0,78(
c_brown) 136( 84( 70( ███( 0,61(
s_chocolate) 114( 79( 66( ███( 0,91(
c_chocolate) 107( 69( 64( ███( 0,70(
s_lightbrown) 153( 103( 67( ███( 0,80(
c_lightbrown) 155( 102( 58( ███( 0,60(
(
At(a(first(sight,(curve(for(εB1=0.6(involves(the(less(realistic(solution(intercepting(the(y=1(axis(
at( x=0,06(while( solution( for(εB1=0.7( and(εB1=0.8( curves( are( pretty( fine( but( requires( an(εB2(
about(0.30K0.40(that(are(typical(for(lowKemitting(surface,(what(the(plate(surface(is(not,(and(
anywayout( of( the( field( of( interest( for( the( present( work( aiming( to( obtain( a( lowKcost(





































from( 15( to( 35( WmK2KK1( and( a( 1st( order( fitting( curve( drown( in( order( to( find( the( suitable(
intersection( with( y=1( axis.( Procedure( is( repeated( until( the( condition(!!,!"#$"% !!,!"# = 1± 0.05(is(achieved(at(hchannel(=(45(WmK2KK1.((
Results(of(calibrations(are(then(validated(running(the(whole(model(while(changing(weather(
data(and(inlet(temperature( inputs( in(order(to(validate( it(at(different( irradiation(conditions:(
Isun=1000,( 870,( 720,( 540( and( 320( WmK2.( Comparison( between( data( belong( to( the(
experimental( campaign( and( results( from( the( software( shows( a( good( resolution( with(



















































Following(same(procedure( for(Prototype(A,(Prototype(B(model( is( calibrated(and(validating(
according(to(the(data(from(the(experimental(campaign(underwent(in(summer(2011,(see(tab.!!34.( In( this( case,( Tsky( values( from( [) 3( ]! for! clear( sky( conditions( are( considered( as(well( as(
hwind=9( WmK2kK1( introduced,( corresponding( these( values( to( the( suitable( wind( speed( and(
irradiation(condition(for(testing(solar(collector.(



















13:40) 970( 40,0( 32,7( K( 162( 5( 9( K( 58,4(
13:00) 900( 40,0( 37,7( K( 114( 5( 9( K( 66,5(
11:00) 740( 24,8( 27,5( K( 160( 5( 9( K( 43,6(




emissivity(for(B2( is(equal(to(0.04(while(the(absorption( in(B1( is(0.96(while(for(specific(heat,(
thermal( conductivity( and( density( data( refer( to( the( aluminium( substrate( taken( from(
literature:(k=160(W(mK)K1(,(ρ=2800(kg(mK3(and(cp=880(J(kg(K)K1([)25(].(






Firstly(hairKgap( is(assessed( in( the(way(Tout( from(software( is(comparable(with(the(one(from(
experimental( campaign.( Differently( from( previous( model,( while( running( models( for( the(
different((chosen(ambient(condition,(it(was(not(possible(to(find(a(unique(value(respecting(the(





coefficient( between( two( parallel( plates( at( different( temperature( reports( as( variable( the(
Rayleigh( number( influenced( in( turn( by( the( temperature( difference( between( surfaces(
themselves(and(definitively(these(temperature(are(in(the(examined(physical(system(related(








Results( of( hairKgap( with( respect( to( vin=0,9( msK1( and( vin=0,6( msK1( are( plotted( and( a( linear(
correlation(sorted(in(the(form(of:(























11.20) 810( 45,0( 29,4( K( 151( 5( 9( K( 56,9(
10.45) 769( 40,0( 33,5( K( 94( 5( 9( K( 60,2(
13.10) 915( 45,0( 34,9( ( 178( 5( 9( K( 61,0(
(
Model( runs( then( at( vin=1,0( msK1( and( vin=0,5( msK1( considering( the( sorted( hairKgap( by( the(
previous(formula(and(results(used(for(improving(the(correlation(resolution((Fig.!49).(









for( different( inflow( velocity( as( well( and( at( different( irradiation( power( without( any(



































Present( chapter( represents( the( focal( point( of( the( whole( work( since( all( final( results( are(
related( to( the( reliability( of( FEM( model.( Validation( with( respect( to( recorded( data( for(
prototype( is( of( particular( significance( also( for( STCKwall( simulation( since( physics( does( not(
effectively( change( from( prototype( to( the( integrated( solar( collector( respecting( boundary(
conditions(while( changing(only( input( value.( For( that( reason( it( is( interesting( to(outline( the(
main(validation(results(for(both(prototypes(A(and(B(stressing(attention(on(the(fact(that(error(
estimation(always(lying(in(the(desired(range(of(K5%<err<+5%.(Specifically,(it(was(necessary(to(



































Moreover,(validation( took(place( for(Tout(and(Tp(with( respect( to(prototype(A(while(only( the(
outlet(temperature(could(be(checked(for(prototype(B(due(to(the( lack(of( information,(even(
that(this(allows(to(look(for(the(efficiency(curve(in(next(chapter.((
Finally,( also( the( accuracy( of( sorted( Tout( is( verified( looking( for( the( best(way( for( processed(

































Considering( the(validated(models( for(prototype(A(and(B,(models( for( STCKwall(A(and(B(are(
defined(and(all(the(four(models(run(according(to(the(standard(prescription(and(consequently(










internal( radiative(exchange( features(as(well( as( the( internal( convective(boundary( system( is(
identical(from(prototype(to(STCKwall,(while(the(external(boundaries(uses(the(same(formula(
although( introducing( different( values( on( the( back( boundary( fronting( the( indoor( ambient.(
Specifically,(radiative(exchange(with(sky(and(convective(effects(by(wind(on(upper(boundary(
as( well( as( symmetry( and( open( boundary( conditions( at( front( and( sides( are( introduced;(



















Applying( prescriptions( from( the( regulations( to( the( four( models,( efficiency( curve( for(
prototypes(and(for(STCKwalls(are(sorted(using(a(2nd(order(fitting(whenever(possible.(Briefly,(
simulations( run( according( to( tab.( ( 38( where( specifically,( Tamb( for( the( prototypes( is( the(
outdoor( air( temperature,( while( for( STCKwalls( is( the( average( weighted( outdoor/indoor(
temperature(as(already(defined(in(chapter(3.4:(














tab.))38'input) !!" = !!"#) !!" = !!"# ± !°!) !!",(!) = !!"#,(!!!))




As(a(result(an(efficiency(curve(discharging(the(quadratic(term(assumes(the(form(of:(! = !! − !!!(! = !0 = !! !" ( ! = !!!!( ! = Δ!!!"#(
(
Consequently,( from( an( overall( point( of( view( and( for( making( comparisons( between(
prototypes,(between(STCKwalls(and(among(prototypes(and(STCKwalls,(the(interception(with(
axis(is(related(to(the(main(collector(characteristics:(
( ! = !! = 0( ! = Δ!!!"# = !0! = !! !"!!!! = !"!! (
! = Δ!!!"# = 0( ! = !! = !! !" (
(
(
First( of( all,( it( has( to( be( noticed( that( (τα)( product( depending( on( reciprocal( radiative(
properties(of( cover( and(plate( changes( from(Configuration(A( and(Configuration(B(while(no(
difference(could(be(noticed(between(prototype(and(the(corresponding(STCKwall.(It(has(been(
firstly(evaluated(according(to(formula(in(tab.!!10:(








Generalising( and( considering( the( incident( angle( varying( from( 0( to( 90°,( calculation( of( (τα)(
have( been( done( for( the( two( configuration( and( results( shown( in( Fig.% 52.( According( to(
reciprocal( ratio(between(outcomes( for(configuration(A(and(B( is(considered(and(a(constant(
reduction(of(5%(between(the(two(analysed(system(recorded:(






UL( value( and( their( thermal( capacity( Cc( since,( as( aim( of( present( work,( the( wall( layer( are(
included( in( the( calculations.( Specifically,( considering( the( top( configuration( as( well( as( the(
edge(construction(and(the(wallKintegration(technique(in(Fig.%24,(only(back(structure(change(
in( the( reason( the(wall( is( considered( as( a( part( of( the( collector( itself.( It( follows( that(main(
difference( in( UL( is( in( the( value( of( Ub,prototype( and( Ub,STC.( Evaluating( then( this( value( for( the(

























Cc = p!m!c!!! (
where(m(is(the(mass(of(each(i(layer(composing(the(analysed(element,(c(its(specific(heat(a(p(a(




integrated( solar( collector,( considering( for( solid( element( with( high( density( p=1( and( for(
insulation(p=0.5,(as(rule(did;(while(for(air(p(is(set(a(0.5,(too.(Results(are(shown(in(Fig.%54(and(

























thermal(capacity p([.] ρ([kg(m.3] cp([J((kgK).1] s([m] volume([m3]
absorber 1 7850 475 0,0021 7.830,381111111
insulation 0,5 30 1800 0,105 2.835,001111111
fluid9channel 0,5 1 1009 0,147 74,16111111111111
glazing 0,01 2200 750 0,0012915 21,31111111111111
brick 1 775 837 0,2 0,572 371.042,1011
plaster 1 1800 837 0,02 0,0572 86.177,521111


































































First(of(all,( the(maximum(efficiency(at(xKaxis=0( is(higher( for(prototype(B(as(expected,(with(
maximum(differences(between(Prototype(A(and(B( recorded( for( the( lowest( flow(rate(while(
for(m=0.05( [m3(mK2sK1( ]( this(difference( set(only(at(6%.(Moreover(mass( flow( rate( reduction(
extremely(affects(prototype(A(maximum(efficiency(while(for(prototype(B(a(3%(of(maximum(
efficiency( reduction( is( recorded( from( m=0.05( to( m=0.03( [m3( mK2sK1( ]( and( a( 12.3%( from(
m=0.03( to(m=0.01( [m3(mK2sK1( ].( ( Actually,( comparing(prototypes(performance( at( the( same(
flow(rate(and(remembering((τα)B(is(5%(higher(then(((τα)A,(a(reduction(about(that(percentage(
is( obviously( between( the( two( configuration( for( any( inflow( rate( case;(moreover,( for( x=0( it(
follows(that((
( !!!! = !! !" (
(
being(the(interception(with(yKaxis(driven(also(by(
( !! = !!!!!"!! 1− !!!"!!!!!!!! (
(
and( considering( cp,( AC( are( constant( while( m( varies( in( the( same( way( from( a( case( to( the(
another(in(both(analyzed(configuration(and(only(case(at(the(same(flow(rate(are(compared,(it(
is( deductible( the( UL( and( F’( dependence( on( temperature( is( mostly( affecting( prototype( A.(
Indeed,(as(suggested(by(Copper(and(DunKle(in([)3(](a(linear(dependence(could(be(introduced(
for( these( parameters( with( respect( to( temperature( assuming:(!!!! = ! + !!(! − !!"#),(
where( a( and( b( are( coefficient( depending( on( wind( speed( and( cover( collector( structure.(
Actually,( UL( is( a( function( of( node( temperatures( as( well( as( wind( speed,( with( increasing(
dependence(as(the(number(of(cover(decreases.(It(is(then(reasonable(to(suppose(the(change(








prototype( A( and( (τα)( does( not( vary( with( the( inflow( rate,( it( means( also( UL( need( to( be(
constant( inducing( to(suppose(only(F’( in(prototype(A( is(mainly(affected(by( temperature.(At(




Finally,( if( the( xKaxis( interception( for( prototype( B( is( considered,( such( a( dependence(UL( on(
temperature(is(predictable(also(in(this(case(being(the(xy=0(values(extremely(variable(changing(






At( a( first( sight,( as( predictable( higher( results( become( when( the( reduced( temperature( is(















































0,000# 0,010# 0,020# 0,030# 0,040# 0,050# 0,060# 0,070# 0,080# 0,090# 0,100#
(Tin,Tamb)/Isun","[K"m2W,1]"
m=0.01"[m3"m,2s,1]"
















0,000# 0,010# 0,020# 0,030# 0,040# 0,050# 0,060# 0,070# 0,080# 0,090# 0,100#
(Tm*-Tamb)/Isun"-"[K"m2W-1]"
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#-#### #0,01## #0,02## #0,03## #0,04## #0,05## #0,06## #0,07## #0,08## #0,09## #0,10##
(Tin-Tamb)/Isun"-"[K"m2W-1]"
m=0.03"[m3"m-2s-1]"
















#-#### #0,01## #0,02## #0,03## #0,04## #0,05## #0,06## #0,07## #0,08## #0,09## #0,10##
(Tm*,Tamb)/Isun","[K"m2W,1]"
m=0.03"[m3"m,2s,1]"
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curves(as( input(and(energy(production(over(a( typical(year( in(a( specified(sites(detected( for(
both(prototype(and(STCKwall( in(both(configurations.(Type(539( is( suitable( for( the(proposed(
analysis( requiring( the(efficiency( curve( coefficient(as(well( as( the( collector( capacity(as( input(
and(basing(results(essentially(on:(
( ! !"!" = !! ! − !! ! − !!"# −!!! ! − !!" (! = !" !!"#!!!!!"#(
)
where( IAM(is(set(as(suggested( in(D&B(at(0.126.(All( the(required( input(are(the(obtained(by(
introducing(the(efficiency(curve(coefficient((! = !!!!)(and(intercepting(term((! = !! !" )((
with( reference( to( the( generic( equation:(! = !" + !!while( solving( iteratively( the( following(
system(of(equation:(
(
K (!")! = !!! = !!(!")!!! !(
(
K !! = !!"!! = !!!!!! !((
(
K !! = −!!"#!!"!"#!!!! ! ln 1− !!!!"##!!!!" ((
(
K !! !" ! = !!! ∙ !" !(
(







the( chosen( sites,(Rome( is( also( introduced( since( it(will( be(used( for( further( analysis( in(next(
chapter(and(data(belongs(to(UNI(10349:1994([)22(].(Specifically(sites(mainly(differ(for(degree(
days(value(as(well(as(for(the(duration(of(the(heating(period(and(for(the(thermal(plant(design(

























































































Considering( the( transient( behaviour,( differences( between( the( STCKwalls( and( the( merely(
prototype( are( more( evident.( If( outlet( temperature( difference( between( STCKwall( and(
prototypes(are(considered,(fluctuations(between(K10(and(+10°C(in(Milan(and(between(K5(and(







actually(whenever( the( solar( collector( is( integrated(higher(performances(are( recorded(with(
major(differences(for(configuration(A(at(m=0.05(m3mK2sK1.(If(an(average(yearly(value(for(the(





























































































































STC;A" PrototypeA" STC;B" PrototypeB"
130) BUILDING(INTEGRATED(SOLAR(THERMAL(DESIGN(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((by((Giuliana(Leone()!
Summarising(the(integrated(system(is(more(suitable(in(cold(climate(overall(if(medium(inflow(
rate( are( previewed( as( standard(working( conditions.(Moreover,( a( final( reasoning( could( be(
introduced(concerning(the(opportunity(of(choosing(a(specific(configuration(with(regards(of(
the( climatic( conditions,( as( obviously( configuration( B( is( everywhere( desirable( but( some(











Actually,( present( results( confirm( as( obviously( the( predictable( results( from( the( efficiency(


























the( south( façade(according( to( its(main( architectonic( features( and( to(provide( the( required(
basic( air( change( per( hour( during( the( heating( season.( At( the( same( time,( heat( exchange(
through( the( south(wall( is( supposed( to(occur(between( the( indoor(air( temperature(and( the(
surface(temperature(at(the(interface(between(solar(collector(and(the(wall(itself,(opportunely(
determined.(Consequently(during(heating(period(the(modified(heat(transfer(through(the(wall(
as( well( as( the( modified( energy( losses( by( ventilation( are( considered( meanwhile( during(
cooling(period(when(air( from(the(collector( is( supposed(to(be(discharged(only( transmission(
through(the(south(wall(is(considered.((
(
Moreover,( none( Trnsys( type( for( glazed( air( collector( requiring( as( input( efficiency( curve(
coefficients,( working( at( different( ambient( temperature( at( the( back( and( cover( surface(
boundaries( and( giving( back( the( desired( values( is( available.( For( that( reason( a( system( of(
equation( is( introduced(deriving(node( temperatures( from(outlet( temperature( and( STCKwall(
energy(balance.(Fig.%65(shows(the(general(Trnsys(model(where(the(main(type(are(type(56(for(
simulating(the(building(energy(performance(and(type(539(for(simulating(the(solar(collector(
array.( The( latter(one(provides( to( type(56( itself( the(main( input( at(building( ventilation( load(
level( (the(outlet( temperature( is(used(as( input( for(ventilation(energy(balance)(and(at(south(
façade(boundary(condition( level( (the(evaluated(Tinterface( is( the(boundary(condition( for(heat(
exchange( through( the( south( wall).( Weather( data( belong( to( the( database( by( the( US(
Department(of(Energy(and(Milan(is(again(chosen(as(reference(site(being(the(place(to(which(






on(Prototype(B( is(available(and(no(check( for(validating( the(system(of(equation( in(Trnsys©(
model(could(be(done,(only(configuration(A(is(analyzed.((
Indeed,( before( running( proper( simulation,( Trnsys( model( is( run( at( the( same( steadyKstate(








Reference( building( characteristics( are( sorted( from( prior( research( carried( out( at( the(
Politecnico( di( Milano( [) 16( ],( concerning( the( characterization( of( Milan( building( stock( for(




















typology(with( respect(of( the(building(age(and( to( the( intended(use(of(building.( Specifically(
only( building( from( 1962K1981( having( the( same( envelope( characteristics( are( considered( in(
present(work,(once(again(for(being(the(most(diffuse( in(the(Milan(building(stock(and( in(the(
Italian( scenario( generally.( For( narrowing( the( current( field(on( investigation(only( residential(
intended( use( in( building( has( been( considered( in( present( work.( Thickness,( transmittance(








tab.%%39%Reference%Building%envelope%characteristich%with%reference%to%the%chosen%age%of%construction!opaque!envelope! s![cm!]! U![W(m2K)81!]! Ms![kg!m82!]! C![kJ(m2K)81!]!
wall! 31.0! 1.14! 212.1! 185.4!
roof! 33.0! 0.96! 313.0! 298.9!
ground!floor! 29.0! 1.63! 384.0! 326.9!
floor! 31.0! 1.56! 384.0! 326.8!
partition! 12.0! 1.93! 108.6! 108.6!transparent!! glass! frame! tot! !
window!
6.26! 3.63! 5.80! U![W(m2K)81!]!0.86! 8! 8! SHGC!!
Once( the( building( envelope( is( defined( in( the( previous( study,( some( hypothesis( have( been(
done( regarding( heating/cooling( plant( differentiating( standKalone( installation( from( the(
centralised(system.(Regarding(the(residential(building(referred(to(the(chosen(typology,(it(was(
supposed( a( gas( boiler( as( heating( generator( and( thermal( radiators( as( emission( system( for(
heating(while(heat(pump(are(used( for( cooling;( all( technical( characteristics(and(efficiencies(
belong(to(the(UNI(TS(11300K2(and(UNI(TS(11300K3,(tab.((40.(At(the(same(time(an(hourly(profile(




) ηKemission( ηKgeneration( ηKdistribution( ηKregulation( ηKglobal(
HEATING) 0.90( 0.86( 0.93( 0.85( 0.61(




actual( energy(demand( for(each( typologies(and(extrapolating(data(at( city( scale( considering(
their( spread( with( respect( to( the( Milan( urban( fabric.( Moreover( energy( refurbishment(
measures(were(supposed(and(other(simulations(run(getting(results(on(the(impact(of(such(a(
measures(at(urban( level(again.(Specifically,( it(was( supposed( to( reducing( the( transmittance(
values( for( the( opaque( and( the( transparent( building( components( according( to( Italian(
BUILDING(INTEGRATED(SOLAR(THERMAL(DESIGN(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((by((Giuliana(Leone(( 135)!






























According( to( the( purpose( of( present( study,( only( results( at( building( scale( are( reported(
referring( to( the( chosen( reference(building:( residential( building( referred( to( typology( 2( and(
constructed(from(1962(until(1981.(Results(on(the(basic(studied(case(are(shown(in(Fig.%67(for(
heating( and( cooling( energy( demand.( What( is( of( relevance( is( that( except( for( typology( 1(
136) BUILDING(INTEGRATED(SOLAR(THERMAL(DESIGN(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((by((Giuliana(Leone()!








When( energy( refurbishment(measures( are( considered( and( simulation( run( for( the( chosen(
reference(building,(reduction(of(heating(and(cooling(energy(demand(are(obviously(obtained(
but(some(notices(have(been(outlined.(Heating(performances(are(mainly(affected(by(windows(
and( opaque( envelope( components( transmittance( reduction( (Fig.' 68)( meanwhile( when(
cooling(performance(are(considered(the(Uwall,(Uroof(and(Ufloor(reduction(leads(to(an(increase(in(
the( energy( demand( with( respect( to( the( building( as( it( is.( Decreasing( gKvalue( of( glass( is(




























































































































Type) 539( already( described( in( previous( chapter( is( suitable( for( finding( out( the( outlet(






According( to( the( needed( ventilation( rate( in( the( building( the( most( appropriate( efficiency(
curve( is( the( one( at(m=0.05(m3mK2sK1( sorted( as( a( function( of( (TinKTamb)/Isun.(Moreover,( only(
data( at(m=0.05(m3mK2sK1( are( actually( available( and( are( suitable( in( determining( the( hchannel(
value(needful(in(solving(the(required(system(of(equation.((
(
Finally,( the(coefficient(of( the( incident(angle(modifier( (IAM)( is( set(at(0.136(as(suggested(by(
Duffie(and(Beckman([)3(](while(having(a(look(again(at(the(basic(formula:(
( ! !"!" = !! ! − !! ! − !!"# −!!! ! − !!" (! = !" !!"#!!!!!"#(
(
where( as( already(outlined( throughout( the(present(work,( Tamb( is( approximated( at( Tamb,w( in(
order( to( account( on( the( fact( that( the( collector( is( integrated( and( consequently( the( real(
temperature(at(internal(and(external(boundaries(are(definitively(different.(
(
The( model( is( firstly( run( in( steady( state( condition( at( different( irradiance( and( ambient(
temperature( values( from( tab.! ! 30( and( results( are( compared( with( those( belonging( to(
Prototype(A(in(Comsol©(model.(As(shown(in(Fig.%70(Trnsys(model(has(a(good(reliability(for(








Once( the( outlet( temperatures( are( sorted( with( an( appropriate( reliability( with( respect( to(
results( from(FEM(model,(a( thermodynamic(system( is( introduced( in(order( to( look( for(Tnode,(
Fig.%71.(Actually,(it(is(useful(to(identify(two(subKsystems(related(each(other(by(the(common(
boundary(condition(at( the(channel:(Tf=Tout(where(Tout( is( the(outlet( temperature( from(type(
539(and(hconv=hchannel(where(hchannel=45(WmK2KK1(at(the(desired(min=0.05(m3mK2sK1(belongs(to(
the(validated(FEM(model.(
The( first( system( is( the( one( effectively( useful( for( sorting( the( searched( Tnode;( the( STCKwall(
layers( whose( thermal( characteristics( are( already( defined( compose( it.( Through( the( upper(




and( it( is( defined( by( the( fixed( cooling/heating( Tindoor( and( by( the( convective/radiative(
coefficient( hconvKrad,back,( as( prescribed(by(UNI( EN( ISO(6946.( The(back(heat( flux( through( this(
system(is(then:(






































It( is( then( useful( to( introduce( the( definition( of( solKair( temperature( (TsolKair)( considering( the(
radiative( and( convective( coefficients( at( the( up( boundary( and( making( the( assumption(!!"#!!"# → !!:((
( !! ≅ !!"#,!"# = !! + (!!"!!!"#)!ℎ!"#$,!"# + ℎ!"#,!"#(
(
where( plate( absorption( coefficient,( as(well( as( hconv,( accounts( on( coefficients( belonging( to((
the(Comsol(calibration(procedure,(specifically(! = ! = 0.5 !!! + !!! (and(hconv=(hchannel=(45(
WmK2KK1(while(Tf=Tout(from(Type(539.(
Looking( at( previous( formula( it( is( evident( that( the(main( unknown( variable( is( the( radiative(
coefficient(between(plate(and(glass.( Indeed,( if(downKboundary(phenomena(could(be(easily(
approximated( in( System(A( at( the(up(boundary,( the( radiative( exchange(whose( influence( is(
definitively(important(are(not(immediately(available(and(for(that(reason(System(B(in(Fig.%71(




The( searched( unknown( hrad( depends( on( both( plate( and( glass( temperature( beyond( the(
radiative(properties(of(surfaces,(tab.!!11:((
( ℎ!"# = ! !!! + !!! !! + !!1!!,!! + 1!!,!! − 1 (
(
where( the( emissivities( of( interest( are( the( ones( in( the( second( band,( considering( that( the(
analyzed( radiative( phenomenon( happens( in( the( IR( band.( Glass( temperature( is( then(
evaluated(by(solving(System(B:(!!"#$$ = !!"#$$ !! − !!"#$!!% (
(






Substituting( this( value( in( the( hrad( formula,( the( resulting( radiative( coefficient( is( then(
introduced(in(Qback(balance(while(expressing(Tg(in(function(of(Tf(:(
( !!"#$ = !!"!!!!"# ! − ℎ!"#$,!"# + ℎ!"# !! − !! − ℎ!"# !! (−ℎ!"#$!!"#,!"#$ !! − !!"#$$! − ! !! − !!!! + !! (
(
At( the( same( time( looking( at( TsolKair( definition( it( is( possible( to( define( the( incoming( solar(
radiation(as:(



















It( follows( that( replacing( the( incoming( solar( radiation( and( introducing( the( assumption(!!"#!!"# → !!(the(back(heat(flux(is:(
( !!"#$ = − !!ℎ!"#!! − !! − !!"#$$%ℎ!"#$$%!! − ! !! − !!!! + !! (
(
Actually,( it( is( equal( to( narrow( the( system( A( in( Fig.% 71( from( boundary( 1( to( boundary( 2(
introducing( the( Tp( equivalent( value( as( TsolKair( that( includes( itself( most( of( the( phenomena(
happening(at(boundary(1.(From(that(system(the(interface(temperature(is(evaluated(as:(




















































window( partition( integrates( the( Solar( Thermal( component( as( an( energy( refurbishment(
measure.(From(one(side,(energy(transfer(through(the(STCKwall(will(be(selected(while(energy(
production( by( the( solar( collector( is( used( for( providing( preKheated( air( for( prescribed( air(
change(rate(according(to(hygiene(regulation(during(winter.(
Actually,(what(the(present(work(want(to(demonstrate(is(how(such(a(measure(double(affects(
(at( ventilation( load( and( at( envelope( heat( transfer)( the( building( energy( balance( during(
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For( stressing( attention( on( these( parameters,( a( simplified( oneKzone( building( model( is(
introduced(at(geometrical( level(as(well(as(at(building(balance( level( (Fig.% 74),(detailing(only(
features( involved( in(the(searched(Qvent(value(and(QsouthKwall(value.(Consequently,(equivalent(
windows(surface(whose(area(matches(the(sum(of(single(window(for(each(exposure(replace(
the(window(partition( of( the( building.( Indeed,( if( a( unique( thermal( zone( is( considered,( this(
simplification( does( not( affect( calculation.( Internal) gain( values( belongs( to( main( common(
Italian( standard( regulation( that( prescribes( 9(WmK2( for( kitchenKliving( room(and(3(WmK2( for(
bedroom(and(other,(specifically(a(mean(value(is(considered(as(constant(all(over(the(year:(
( !!"#$ = 6! !!! → 38988!!ℎ!!(
(
Indoor(temperature(is(fixed(at(20°C(during(heating(season(and(at(26°C(during(cooling(season(































[kJ(mK2KK1])( (tab.% % 39).(Hence(starting( from(the(known(values(aside( from(the(due(change(of(
units(the(required(inputs(are(sorted(as(follows:(
( !" = !"! !!( ! = !! !(
(
Some( notices( has( to( be( outlined( regarding( the( building( envelope( transmittance(
distinguishing( generic( envelope( component( from( the(wall( component,( indeed( as( declared(
and(according(to(the(aim(of(present(work,(more(detailed(attention(is(put(in(defining(the(heat(




evaluated( by( the( given( transmittance( and( thickness( values,( considering( boundary( heat(
coefficients(as(prescribed(by(UNI(EN(ISO(6946:(
(
!!" = !!! − 1ℎ!"#$!!% − 1ℎ!"#$$%! (
(
It( has( to( be( noticed( for( the( ground( floor( that( it( has( been( supposed( to( bound( with( a(




















ground)floor) 0.29( 0.72( 1200( 740( 1.625(
(
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Regarding( external( façades,( higher( level( of( detail( is( then( provided.( Wall( layers( from( the(
Italian( ThermoKtechnical( Commitee( [) 17( ]( are( considered( for( building( up( model.( If( the(
reference( building( and( the( building( with( an( integrated( solar( thermal( collector( of( south(
façade(are(considered,(the(focus(point(and(main(difference(between(the(two(simulations(is(
the(south(wall(outdoor(boundary(condition.(As(usual( in( the( reference(model(heat( transfer(
coefficient( corresponding( to( European( regulation( and( including( convective/radiative(
phenomena(at(the(external(surfaces(is(provided.(Meanwhile(in(the(detected(building(model(
this( input( is( replaced( by( the( surface( temperature( (Tinterface)( calculated( by( the( introduced(

















outdoor)BND) ( ( ( ( 0.04(*)( Toutdoor( wall(
( ( ( ( none( Tinterface( STCKwall(
outdoor)plaster) 0.020( 0.900( 1800( 837( ( ( (
perforated)brick) 0.120( 0.387( 717( 837( ( ( (
air)gap) 0.060( 0.278( 1( 1004( 0.18(*)( ( (
perforated)brick) 0.080( 0.400( 775( 837( ( ( (
indoor)plaster) 0.020( 0.900( 1800( 837( ( ( (







a( windows( have( been( usually( replaced( during( the( years.( Considering( that( point,( that(
windows(are(not(part(of(the(present(investigation(and(consequently(they(don’t(change(from(
the( referenceKbuilding( model( to( the( STCKbuilding( model,( a( doubleKglazing( system( with(
aluminum( frame( is( introduced( for( having( a( better(matching(with( the( real( Italian( building(






point( is( to( evaluate( how(much( preKheating( air( by(means( of( the( integrated( solar( collector(
array( could( reduce( energy( demand( during( heating( period.( Software( evaluates( this(
contribution(to(the(overall(balance(by(means(of:(
( !!"#$ = !!!!!"! !!"#$ − !!"#$ (
(
where(V(is(the(volume(of(the(incoming(air,(ρ(and(cp(respectively(the(density(and(the(specific(
heat( of( air( itself,( Tzone( the( fixed( indoor( temperature( according( to( heating( and( cooling(
conditioning(plant(set,(meanwhile(according(to(the(declared(aim(Tvent( is(equal(to(the(outlet(
temperature(from(type(539(during(heating(period(whenever(Toutlet>Toutdoor(and(it(is(equal(to(
Toutdoor( during( the( cooling( period( and( whenever( Toutlet<Toutdoor.( For( sake( of( detail( the( air(
change(per(hour(is(set(at(0.3(according(to(Italian(regulation.(!
What( is(of( interest( for(present(work( is(how(Trnsys(evaluate( the(heat( transfer( through( the(
building(envelope(in(which(the(transfer(function(method(by(Mitalas(is(applied(according(to(
which(solutions(are(evaluated(time(step(by(time(step((k):(









!!! !!where!meaning!of!coefficient!are!explicated!in!Fig.%75!the!coefficient!are!determined!by!using!the!z8transfer!function!reference!routine.!For!external!wall!the!inside!heat!flux!is!evaluated!by!a!combination!of!boundary!air!temperatures:!!!,! = !!!!,! − !!!!,! + !!!!
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Trnsys( model( run( for( the( typical( year( in( Milan,( Rome( and( Palermo,( sorting( the( desired(
outputs( once( for( the( reference( building( itself( once( for( the( building(where( the( STCKwall( is(
south( façade( integrated.( This( latter( configuration( will( be( addressed( as( STCKbuilding.(
Moreover,( for( the( reason( why( only( Tnode( at( m=0.05( m3(m2s)K1( are( validated( in( previous(





balance.( For( that( reason( results( for( reference( building( are( different( from( those( in( the(




































An( initial( evaluation( on( reference( buildings( according( to( different( sites( is( then( necessary(
focusing(on(the(double(effects(of(STCKwall(in(terms(of(heat(transfer(through(the(south(façade(
and(in(terms(of(ventilation(load.((
At( a( first( sight,( Milan( heating( balance( is( more( affected( by( the( heat( losses( through( its(
envelope((wall,(roof,(ground(floor(and(windows)(than(Rome(and(Palermo((respectively(80%,(
70%(and(50%).(











































































even( if( in( absolute( value( higher( difference( are( noted( in(Milan.( Finally( at( cooling( thermal(











































cooling( performances( could( not( be( neglected( and( ratio( between(heating( and( cooling(wall(
gains(are(introduced:(
( !! = !!!"#$%&,!"# − !!!"#$%&,!"#!!""#$%&,!"# − !!""#$%&,!"# (
(
Fig.% 81( shows( results,(STCKwall( is( then(generally( suitable(being( the(heating(gain( related( to(
STCKbuilding( higher( then( the( undesirable( increase( in( wall( heat( transfer( during( cooling(
season.(
(
Moreover( also( ventilation( load( decreases( during( heating( period,( at( this( regard( it( is(




























































































































Present( work( focused( on( energy( performance( of( two( low( cost( integrated( solar( thermal(
collectors.( Analysis( on( the( thermal( balance( of( the( component( as( well( as( building( energy(
balance( on( a( reference( building( has( been( carried( out.( Primary( results( show( how( positive(
interactions( are( generally( achieved( by( the( integrated( component( in( both( functions:( as( a(
passive( building( envelope( component( and( as( an( active( thermal( plant( component.( It( is(
important( to( notice( that( not( a( standard( method( for( evaluating( integrated( collector(
performances( is( available( yet.( Moreover( data( for( characterising( the( solar( collector( are(
usually(and(more(easily(acquired(for(standKalone(installation.(For(that(reason,(present(work(
deals(to(a(method(based(on(FEM(model(assessment:(available(recorded(data(are(in(this(case(
useful( for( validating( and( calibrating( a( stand( alone( component( FEM( model.( Afterward,(
bottom( boundary( conditions( are( changed( as( well( as( wall( layers( introduced( so( that( FEM(
model(is(used(for(checking(temperature(field(for(the(integrated(component.((
Moreover( standard( procedures( for( sorting( solar( thermal( collector( efficiency( curves( refer(
again(to(standKalone(collector,(then(for(accounting(on(the(fact(that(the(bottom(boundary(for(
the( integrated( component( is( the( indoor( ambient,( an( outdoor/indoor( averaged( weighted(
temperature(is(introduced(in(calculation,(meanwhile(thermal(resistances(towards(the(indoor(
ambient(belongs(to(the(standard(rule(for(calculating(the(heat(transfer(through(the(wall(itself.(!




lowKcost( ones.( Indeed,( they( are( both( characterized( by( a( single( glass( cover( while( thermal(
bridge(at(the(perimeter(is(not(enough(properly(designed(in(order(to(reduce(its(effect(in(favor(









by( its( transient( response( to( hourly( climatic( parameters( change.( For( these( reasons,(
simulations( were( then( run( for( two( different( sites( characterised( by( different( weather(
conditions( (Palermo,( 751( DD( and( Milan,( 2404( DD).( For( any( case,( higher( daily( outlet(
temperatures( are( achieved( with( better( performance( in( the( case( of( the( coldest( climate.(
Consequently(also(the(useful(energy(production(increases(in(both(cases(steadily(over(all(the(
year( without( any( difference( between( summer( and( winter.( Anyway,( differences( could( be(




analysed,( it( follows( that( at( m=0.05( m3mK2sK1( there( is( no( relevant( difference( in( choosing(
configuration(A(or(B(in(Milan,(meanwhile(if(results(at(m=0.03(m3mK2sK1(in(Milan(and(results(in(




reference( building( that( typically( represent( the( Italian( building( stock( is( introduced( and(
evaluation(on(the(influences(of(the(integrated(component(on(its(energy(balance(done(for(a(
specified( site( (Milan).(What( is( of( primary( importance( is( that( heat( flux( is( all( over( the( year(
from(outdoors( to( indoors(avoiding(energy( losses( through( the(wall(during(winter(when( the(
collector( is( integrated.( It( is(worth(to(notice(that(due(to( its(exposure( (the(south( façade(has(
been( chosen),( energy( flux( through( the( wall( does( not( affect( really( the( summer( energy(
balance( for( the( building.(Moreover,( also( ventilation( load( obviously( decreases( introducing(





Summarizing,( present( work( has( demonstrated( that( such( a( topic( of( research( could( be(
successful( but( many( other( efforts( are( needed( and( further( analysis( on( different( solar(
component( as(well( as( on( different( building( samples( are( necessary,( once( for( checking( the(
best( solution( at( energy( production( levels( once( for( generalizing( results( based( on( different(
kind(of(building(and(sites.(Moreover,(the(final(use(of(the(produced(energy(while(change(the(
typology( of( the( component( has( to( be( investigated,( too.(Good( compromise( among( energy(
demands( from( the( building,( useful( energy( production( by( the( collector,( final( use( of( the(
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